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What's up there and how it got that way
by Benjamin McLaughlin
In the pre-dawn days of the nuclear age, Ashley Ponds'
Los A1anloS Ran~I1BchoOl"':'" where, for over 20 years, young

bOys had galhered to .learn Ihe skills and values of ranch life
- was. fo~ced. to dn8C.1ts·dOG~< m !~.p!ace ~~·bullt y~'hat

throughout the laboratory. Various explosives testing and
storage sites throu·ghout the lab produce much of this
chemical waste, which includes different solvents, lead and
mercury.
Radioactive waste is categorized in different ways. Under
cn:l:t:~.1::mmenta!

r-eguillHbns,· ror instance, traristirank waste,

came ·to be known as Los Alamos NatiOnal ·Laboratory or TRI}, is generally generated by working with ph;tonium.
(LANL). Here, die world's first nuclear weapons were creat· Such waste can contain anything from. contaminated
ed. Dubbed "fat man" (a plutonium bomb) and "little boy" machinery to old protective clothing. There is also low level
Ja uranh,lm bomb) '-0 and developed In Los Alamos under waste, or LLW; which can be roughly deflned as anything
the Manhattan Project - these first two atomic bombs dev· ·lhat can't be classified as TRU. The LLW classification has
astated two Japanese citIes and· ended World War II. The nolhing to do wilh the' level of radioactivity.. It includes
Cold War .followed WW iI, and as it gained momentum, spent reactor fuel rods and waste frOm uranium processing.
LANL continued to ·serve ·.the nation's strategic nuclear When such waste is mixed wilh other hazardous, but
needs, uliiffiately designing over 60 different types of non-radioactive waste, it is called mixed low level waste, or
MLLW.
nuclear warheads.
But creating nuclear weaponry mea.ns creating nuclear
waste. Lots of it. And plenty of Ihis s<>-called "heril.;Jge DUMPiNG GROUNDS
The south fork of s<>-called.Acid Canyon was one of the
waste" still sits, hot and toxic, in and around LANL. How to
I;lb's typical dumping
dispose of or .store such potentially
sites: Located near
deadly waste is something that's been·
chewed over for decades. The recent
. terrorist attackS in New York and
Washington, ·D.C. have renewed con'
cerns that our nation's nuclear waste
needs to be dealt with, quickly,· effi·
ciently and securely.

THE CITY
ON THE HILL
Los A1anios is situated northwest of
Santa Fe in the Jemez Mountains. The
lab sits atop a series of woOded mesas
separated by a network of canyons
that run through Ih·e site and the sur·
rounding area. For years, waste was·
dumped in seveCailocations on LANL
property, sometimes in the canyons These 1946 . pObtos show materials duniRing (above)
themselves. ·Some· of it was just . and Acid Canyon (r.) when they were still pouring raw,
thrown on Ihe ground, some was put hot liquid·Waste o~to the ground. pOOIoscoortesyclYNNi.taa.rp·
in· drums and some accumulated in
holding ponds. A lot of It, to this day, has not been com· downtown Los· Alamos
pletely identified.
.
.
between Ihe city swimming
Determining just how much, and what kind of waste, isn't pool and the local skate
easy. Some of the wasie that's been in storage for decades is park, this stretch 'served as a dump for different types of Iiq.
. unlabeled. LANL simply doesn't know what is in some of uid waste, some of it radioactive, between 19.45 and 1966.
their old barrels. What to do with it is another problem alto- The waste was mostly dumped straight - meaning it was
. .
gether. A tiny percentage of LANL's waste h", been shipped not in any type· of protective container.
A cleanup was performed before the site was. transferred
to the Waste Isolation Pilot·Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad. But
LANL has far more waste than WIPP can hold, and most. of to Los Alamos County in 1967, and again about 20, years
later. Blit in 1999, alarming levels of plutonium were dis·
it is too highly radioactive for WIPP to ~ccept.
In almost all .of LANL's operatio\ls, some type of haz. covered in deposits iq. the canyon. Last May, LANL officials
ardous waste is generated, much of it intensely radioactive. announced at a·public meeting Ihat it would perform a par·
All -in all, LANL produces about 99 percent of all nuclear tial cleanup oflhe canyon. They argued that a full·c1eanup
waste in New Mexico. Although the facility is known as. a. of the site· wasn't economically feasible and Ihescope of the
nuclear weapons and researcl) lab, Ihere. are also degrees of. planriedckanup would suffiCiently protect the public.
chemical and n6n-radioactive waste ·1(jCated in many sites . . But Jonl Arends, a director. with Concerned Citizens for

Nuclear Safety (CCNS), a Santa Fe-based environmental
activist group, is concerned that a paitial cleanup won't
fully address the problem and Ihat radiation could one day
be carried into Ihe Rio Grande and evenlt\a1ly, further
downstream.
. ~if this iSn~t dt:aned up;:.' saY; Arends,·;;ii is g6tng~to have·
a profound effect on what ends up in Cochiti dam .and in
the fISh In the Rio Grande."
.
LAN!:s main .dump site is Technical Acea 54, otherwise
known as Area G.lt's southeast of Ihe lab toward the town
of White Rock. Since it originally commenced operations ill
1957; Area G has grown to 63 acreS - making It larger than
WIPP. As oflast year, Ihe site had received 10.7 millioq cubic
feet - or about 1.4 million 5~aIIon drums - of waste.
The lab now plans to add an additional 70 acres to the site.
However, the site is subject to erosion and runoff, says
Greg Mello, Director of Los A1anloS Study Group, .anolher
lab watchdog. In addition, the site has no. "cap·," or engl.
neeredway of stopping <:rosion or i>~venting water from
gehing in, whi~h poses a contamination .threat. LANL h",
proposed ideas such as putting dams iIi surrounding·
arroyos, but some worry that anything short of
a cap for the site Isn't safe.
In ·addition, poiilts out Mello, Area G, along
with oilier sites containing radioactive waste,
is not subject to regulation by any outside
agency, such. as the New Mexico Environment
Department (NMED), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Because so much of what goes
on at Los A1amos~is top secretthe lab basically
answers. to itself.
James Bearzi, Chief of NMED's Ha;;;ardous
Waste" Bureau, says that people often misun·
derstand the role NMED plays in regulating
the lab. He points .out that NMED's scope of
concern is.within areas ·such :IS ground water
. quality and hazardous (fiot radioactive) waste
and does not apply to the whole of the lab.
Bearzi also adds thai. ·certainly we' could do a·
lot more; but our funding is paltly for what
the. public expects lis to do." He. Jecls ·lhat
NMED·is effective and often cannot infon'n Ihe
. public of Its plans, bec'lUse tliey,J!l~olVe sur.·
priSe inspections of LAN~ andotherQOE facllities.

THE CITY IN THE LIME LIGHT·
In December of 2900, after two events brought LANL's:
safety and security syStems inio question"":7 a forest lire Ihat
blazed onto .the.western edge of the lab's property; and a
security scandaiinvoMng Wen 1-1.0 Lee and losi hard drives
- citizensgalhered in Sarita j'e and Albuquerque to vie"
the premier of Ihe CCNS documentiryShadow on the Hill.
The movie highlighted LAN!:s 6(}..yearhlstory.and discussed
the environmental riuhifications of itS continued operation.
According to CCNS, the dOcUmentary's premier had a large
lurnout and the movie provoked discussion from people
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not nonually inclined to talk about the lab.

"People have accused us of not being
forthcoming' with lilfonuation," says Rickpicion with which much of the public, man. "That's absolutely incorrect." Lab
.. views it. Concerns about contaminated environmental information, he says is
. run-off in the wake of the Cerro Grande av.Uable to "anyone, from allY organizafire, and the highly publiciZed Wen Ho Lee tion, at any tinie." LANL shares that Inforcase, drew a lot attention, much of it neg- mation through public meetings and the
ative. Accordingly, LANt has sought to Northern New Mexico CitiZe(ls Advisory
strengthen its Image with greater public Board, made up of residents of the region,
dialogue. James Rickman, a public' out- nominated by their municipalities and
reach director at !.ANL points out that appointed by the Department of Energy
LANL has also contributed a great deal to (DOE).
•
Northern New Mexico.
"It's a chance for the 'public and others
!.ANL, he points out, Is the largest io, actually have a <!ialogue with lab offiemployer in the region, employing 30 per- cials' and be able to ask questions firstcent of the population of Northern New han<;i, ", says Rickman. LANL hopes tM,t by
LANL is by-no means unaware of the sus-
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providing people with a f01"l)m
and other measures, concerns'
over their commitment to the
public and its safety will be eased.
In fact, much of tile statistical
ammunition that its'crltics use to
quantify the alarming amount ,of
hazardous and radioactive materials stored at Los Alamos, comes
froni its own public reports.

, NEW DIRECTIONS
Although !.ANt may never get
under the shadow of the
Manhattan Project, It has been
forced to make some' changes.
With the end of the Cold War in
the early '90s, LANL's role for the
future inevitably,came into question. Deployment of nuclear
weapons was reduced to the
point that LANL - under the auspices of the DOE -was forced to
undergo a round of downsizing. The
StockpUe Stewardship, Program (SSP),
which was inaugurated in 1994, switched
the official scope'ofLANL's, and, indeed the
entire DOE's nuclear weapons mission,
from the development of nuclear weapons
to the maintenance of America's aging
nuclear stockpile ("Keeping the Bomb
Alive," CW, AprU 8, 1999),
,
These days, according to Rickman, \he '
lab~s main operations involve "reducing
the nuclear danger, using science,' to
ensute the. safety 'and reliiibillty of the
nation's nuclear weapons st&kpUe." "
This ,is the stated purpose of the SSPanil
involves ensuring that the nadOn's nuclear
stockpile 'remains:reljable in the event that
It's needed. This Is a difficult task, says
Rickm<\n who uses the analogy of maintaining a fire truck that must be kept ser, viceable without ever actually being started."We have a keen interest in trying to
understand how these weapons age over

tickets. com 1-800-905-3315
All tickets.com outlets. UNM Ticket Of flees at Central & Cornell or The Pit
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Choosing a retirement

OUI from
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waste

Canyon proclaims "No excavation prior to
phc(ocoonesyOl'YlWH.Lasg.(lg

Mexico and 4 percent of ifle state. LANL's
work force consists not only of full-time
staff, but also of many subcontracted
employees, such as materials sPecialists,
crafts people and securit);' guards. ,The lab,
he said,led a small business initiative that
encouraged female- and mlnority-owned
businesses to pursue, contl';lcts at LANt.,
In fiscal year 2000, salaries for ill workers,including those subcontracted,
exceeded $800 million, In' the same year,
the lab p,rocured a half-a-billioO-dolla,rs
worth of subcontracted labor. "We've con,
tributed a hell of a lot of money to the New
Mexico economy," says Rickman'. "And a
hell of a lot of Jobs."
He also points out that LANL has a long
history of environmental monitoring srudies,.that dat,es back to the 1950s, These
studies include air, water and soil sampiing as well as how contaminates may,
move downstream through' canyons. The
studies are similar to those perfonued by
NMED, and the data collected by LAN~ is
often compared with that tak~n by the
environment department.

WASTE continued on page 10
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All aerial view of Area G - the lab's largest waste dump,
foliage that make waste cleanup so difficult. """ _
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~~Snuggle

a Senior"

oin the Woodmark residents for this year's community

J

.Health Department on projects such as the
Acid Canyon cleanup, an audit"last year of
time," he says. '~d since there's nO longer LAN!:s compliance with certain, environa testing capability, we have to use things mental regulations, and sampling of the
like materials science and computer inod- CI!lyonsaround Los Alamos after the Cerro
els to try to detennine what's happening as Grande fire.
Arends believes that LANL could do much
they age." Rickman says that every scientifmore, given its budget growth for weaponsic diScipline is used in this work.
The lab is also involved in number of related activities. In 1994, LAN!:s weapons
non-nuclear weapons activities such as budget was under $690 million. The DOE's
computer, biological and climate ·sciences. 2001 budget request for the lab's weapons
The lab's participation in these fields is 'activities was $935 million. Further, the curhighlighted in a recruiting brochure for rent nuclear weaponS budget now sits at
the lab, entitled "Science is my Life." ·The about twice the Cold War average. But the
emphasis in such literature is' on the annual budget for cleanup has stayed. the
diverse scientific community present at same - at about $100 million - for the last
LANL".and the role a potential employee ten years. "For every dollar spent for
. can plar:i1'l'.that community.
weapons," she says, "there should be a dolThat said, the watchdog groups and lar spent for cleanup. We can't wait any

a

project for t~e frail elderly. Make your holiday warm and

special by donating a cleaned winter coat to a senior in need.
Please bring your donations* to the Wood mark at Uptown by
November 19.Wewilldeliveryotirwarm hug to a needy

senior before Thanksgiving.
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other labwatche.rs have little doubt that ill
least a bit of highly claSsified weapons and.
other national security related research
continues a!.the labs. And in fact, the lab's
'. weapons related. budget has increased
•
stead.ily for the past seve'l . years.

GETTING RID OF
THE LEFTOVERS
. Cleaning up large amounts of toxic waSte
is also part of the lab's mandate. But despite
the lab's enonnous budget,critics say LANL
is stingy wJ¥n it comes to spending money
mopping up.
There are. a number of watchdog and
advocacy groups like CCNS that observe the
lab and its growth with concern. 'CCNS's
main focus is primarily on the' enviroomental effects ofthe country's nuclear weapOns
industry. It has worked with agencies sliqh
as NMED, the EPA, 'and the New MexiCb

&

~~*

Afunera.l :shouldbe
'ciboutm~mpry,l)qt money.
. It's.noteas~t?rhii:tl<iWout Planilingyou;'OWniuneral,but:wo~,~n't it I?e be.tterfor ch~pe9Pre you'Jove w.
cekbrace yqur Ufe an(l not be concemedwiththecostof jourIunerallBy pre-planning ....
". your funeral with our Hentage Plan, you coulil save jour family considerable money ..
.. Onlitime willease th¢ir grief bui the Heritage Planelin ease their. worry.
"
For more infq"juition pkqse calI27S-72Q¢..
-':,

ifiincl. .
~ MOIlTU.ARfL,"
'. Celebrate life..,

...

;

.

.

Some. of the LANL cleanup equipment. Critics say this. effort should get as much funding as
weapons7felated activities. ~o courtesy ct YMW)3rtgov

longer."
Yet according t6 Rickm:in, much of the
money that is' generated. for. thenuc1ear
weapons budgeiactualiy' gets allotted to
cleanup activities with various weapons
work. "You could actua11jr roll enviroom<;ntal restoration activities.. into . the nuclear
weapons side ofthehotlse," he says.
Nevertheless, "there's enough'mpney in
the nuclear weapons business to cleanup
the mess," says Mello. "It's <juite'a bit over. funded, and it's gOIng up every year." Mello
says there are many people 'within NMED
and at the lab 'itself Who have worked hard
at getting LANLto comply with certain enviroomental regulations, but, "the lab needs
more money for· cleanup. It .can get that
money if the state issued clear anderuorceable cleanup orders."
'.
Beazisays NMED is doing a better job of
listening to the public's concerns. But While
the door for greater public involvement and
input may be open, it's not always \lsed.
"Our experience here in New Mexico is that
for many pennit requests [by the DOE], we
never get any public comment." he says. He
stresSes a need IOr:inore participation from
the public. and adds that it would greatly
. help NMED. in.detenriinirig community
desires and' "give us·a sense 'of how we're
doing."
LANLoperations continue as· advocacy
groupS and other members of the .public
keep watch. Conceros about ·the possible
side effects to public health and other matters are likely 10 COntinue for years to come.
For its .·part, LANt 'pledges to continue with
what it feelS is a good record of responsibil.
ity and openness to public concerns. The
fact rem'ains that as long as lab operations
continue; COncerns will arise and .people
will ask.luestions.· CW

Benjamin Mclaughlin is a Santa Fe-based

freelallce wril.er.
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e, the undersigned, extend our deepest sympathy to the victims of the September 11th terrorist attacks. We call on our elected
leaders to respond with the utmost wisdom-and resttaint-to these acts. We must bring the guilty to justice, but we cannot kill
innocent men, women, and children. To do so would betray our deepest values. Such a course of action could very easily draw us into a
spiral of violence that would truly destroy our security, undercut our humanity, and damage our democracy far more than could any terrorist
act. To lure us into a vengeful response may well have been a goal of the attackers. We must resist this temptation. No terrorist attack from
the outside, however severe, can destroy America. Only a betrayal of our core values could do so. For this reason we must also be especially
careful to protect the constitutional rights of all Americans-especially Arab-Americans, who are now vulnerable to unwarranted accusation,
discrimination or worse. We need to strengthen civil liberties, not abridge them. If we wish to be a truly great democracy, secure from fear,
we must have the courage to lead the world in the paths ofjustice, not those of violence.
These 306 individuals do not
include 3,062 individual and
organizational signatories
listed in the previous four
full-page ads. Names with
asterisks contributed to this
names in bald are major contributors. If there are enough
additional signatories, we will
include them future :Ids. We
apologize if your name was
inadvertcndy mistranscribed
or omitted.
Volunteers, including = y
peop!" we had never met before,
have collected most of these
signatures. They represent"
spontaneous outpouring of
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Equality In NM'
People of Color
AlDS Foundollon
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Jennier Acompola
Nate Adams
Joseph Amormlno
Eizobeth MdrewS
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Tina DavUo
Chlsty Davis
Deena Dow
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Jon Mone DuBa~
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George Ek
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A.R. Elliott
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ROle GonlChou
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Michael Groot
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Molly GuUfoyle
DouOIOl Gunton
Cindy Gutierrez
Anderson
GUUanHalnes
RobertHaU
Jahsun Handy
Steven HorrlnQton
Corol HOITIson
AMobeth Hoye.
Louren HeortSIU
C~IInHene

Jules Hemmen
JuUo HenQSt
Thomas G. HIOQlns
Judy HiQelnson
Kathleen Hollon
linda HoUond
Morl<HoUond
Vol Hubbord
Sondra HumplVey
Corinne
Hutchinson
AlonHutner
Dlano Jocklon
S\JZOM9Jocl!.lan
CJ. Jemstone
Jennifer Johns
Valene Jones
NweyJudd
MOQorle Kamlne
David Kaufmon
CellestKay
Kate Keely
Patrick Kelly
PouloKemp
Joon Kennedy
Mlcaelo KeMedy
NWnJon Khalsa
MattW.Klano
Koren KIne
Jonel9rsch
Usa Kiakulok
Camarona
Kleinsmith
Kevin Klix
Den Knobeloch

Jonice
Ledgerwood
Elisabeth Lee
Shenoa Leefeldt
KrlstlLevilon
LorilsaLewis

Marjorie B. Lu1z
PhlUpLynch
Lolno MoeRoe
FoneyMoher
MorloMoMno
PotJlcIaMonlon

JoekMortln
Debbie Mosse
Colleen McConvUI
Mlchoel
McCormick
Klmbene McKee

Skye Momodoy
Bemordo
MOnIerrat
Cynthlo
Montoomery
Stella Montoya

TeresaMye~

DoveOrt~

Rer.oMye~

MnePodilio
Dlonyelo PadUla
LovlnParNh
MgelaPooon

Ed Nogel
Jull& Noldlch
Tiffany Noss~
Joonne Neoley

THE SILENT MAJORITY?
Of individuals from 37 countries polled by Gallup International on September

19, m:yorities in only the U.S., Israel, and India favored launching a militlry
attack, over extradition of the terrorists to stand trial. Clearly, the majority of
people in the countries polled strongly favored a law enforcement approach to
the hideous crimes of September

it Given an alternative, only 54% of

Americans polled favored military action over criminal proceedings•.

"In Jl'ur opinion, ana the identity ifthe IeITorists is known, should the Ameriam government
launch a military altJUk on the counuy or countries where the terrorists are based or should
the American government suk wextradire the terrorists wSt4nd trial?"
CoWlory

Should

law>ch
attack
1'0

Argentina
Austria
Bosnia
Bu! .

Col~ia

Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark

Ecwdor
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece

India
Israel

Italy
Korea

8
10
14
19
11
8
22
20
10
10
14
29
17
6
72
77
21
38

Should

",,,,w..

Don't

CoWlory

know/
tarrorUti No ana"",t
~.
1'0

84
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PotncePerro~

Gobnelle
Petrllsans
Rando'Phllllp'
Dr. Claude Phlpp"
Beleni Plaza
Neal Polonsky
KrIstina Porter
Marcia
Prefountolne
JoekPr...ler
Elaine PrevoUet
~Pnnce

Chantal Quincy
Rochael
Raderman
JomesRatcllff
Don Redmon
Martha Reich
GobeRlchord
Michal M. Richard
Mory Richardson
r. RlCkaboueh
Scott J. Riedel
Deborah RIkOOn
Cynthia Roberts
ROlle Rodnquez
Adnenne Romero
GobeRosner
Michelle Rosso
Sondro K. Rowley
Chanette Roybal
L RusseU
Al~Ryan

Greg SogomWer
KonmR.Soldi
Rooer Sonders
DlooeSceno
Londro Schank
Jane
Schouermonn
Lorry Schneider
Julie SChachet
Hollmoh Seidel
~~

UvSeWnger
T.J. and Rebecca

EhrIood Truitt
AndreoTuch
RobVodurro
M. Vanoler
Schuren
Barbora Ventrello
DyckmOO Vermllye
Rafoel fronc~
VlOII
Beth
WOchenhelm
ScottJ.
WOchenhen
SorohK.
WOdnenham
KoyWOgner
MneWOtter
EmUywotter
VOnessaWOrd

Bob Watts
TImWeover
SUsooWeber
David Wheeler
AzIanWMe
KoyWlUe
CossIeWiUlams
H.D.Willsle
Jesse~n

KarOlyn S. Wilson
CormeloWo~

Amode", Wood
Chns Wood
Kathleen Woodon
RumfeU
SUsan E. Wyord
Et;s& VOSQur
Richard Zook

Response from
Our Congressional
Delegation

The Study Group has taken this
petition, with more than 3,000
signatories, to Congressman
Udall and to senators Bingaman
and DamenieL With these
petitions, we, :Uon~ many
others, requested
our congressional delegation conduct
public forums at which security
issues could be explored prior
to committing the United States
to .dditional acts of violence.
Congressman Udall held a
meeting on Friday. 9128, at
11:30 am, during which a
ety of thoughtful perspectives
were offered by constituents.
From our senators, however,.
there has been no resbonse
whatsoever-neich.er "su stan-

van-

N.~ObethBorowy
Ch/I,tlnBoyd

Harold SroUfer
O.nn~ H. Bryon

iConstonce Suck
J. Surch
.Clilioid aurk.
Annie CampbeU
George Compbell
Rich Capac
Undo Carr
MarlyCarroi
BrondlCarter
Adele COflJlher.
Joss C01ares
Jenni C01tro
StorrLCa.wall
WendyChoph
Slaven A. Choppel
Cort Chrlltaruan
Deboroh
Chl.ltoNen

..
Don KnobelOCh
Tom KnO'W1e.
Eduordo Kohn
liIoKoik
Georce
Kormonton01
VMon
Korochllon
Ed Kt01ner
lJndaKtauss
Dr. 1.0&11. LaI<Jnd
Karma Lama
Patrtck Lambert
Tamra Lamprel
LoIs Landel~
JOMOLoner

JOneEUen
A.R.ElJlott
Jon. Engel
TomosEJ'lOl
John A. J1o.o0nl
MaggleElioN
Roel
lila Fohlstrom
MoryFohr
Penny F01ano
Carol Ferch
Jeremy Fischer
R.M. Fttch
KaHe Aanagon
Ananur Forma
Diane Forsdale
KtJstoi Foust
James Freemon
Gyouo Freund
Alex Gcrzlono

KeVin~

EI~eGent

Dione Laurent
Vera La.vrence

liIaGlonnlnl

Patdc:klanlian

CMltaLaos

AI11son Lasky

KOr.1
r...m..

38
21

54
64

9
15

I

Zimbabwe

11

5

84

'Ibis response st:mds in apparent contrast to the U88%" of Americans who,

according to an October 11-14 Gallup Organization poll, favor directmilit::u:y
action in Afghanist:m. Like many such polls reported in recent news,
this poll excluded any response to the terrorist attacks other than war.
UsaMants
Dabrlanna MonIlnI
Althea Maraveial
JoneenMone
Cheryl Marno
Corry"Martln
Fran MartIn

Ryley McWIIlloms
Julia Meala
MlCheIi& Metcolf
Cloy Meyer
Devin MlUer
Judy MlUor
NatOUe Miler

Clive and Christine
Moon
VIrginia Mudd
NuobMUtPhy
Undo MUllOY
S. MUllOy
Sc<ittMurray

'W

0.;, • •".

Shonl4ond·

www,ga!lup-inrallOconal.coml«rrotismpollJigurcs.h<m

Robert and Helen
Lang
LF.l.o.shbough
Ellen Lawenburg
MlchoeiLuJon
MltroLLPl
Raelunden

..

TJ. ond RebeCca ..

FranNe~on

GOUNewbury
Soro Nordonoord
Cindy O'Connel
MaQcleOdeU
KorenOUlge
JaneOmoro

CMstIna SImek
COrteilSotum
Juanita Sol/ZO
VilglnJa Stafford
Shouna A. Star
JaySiormon
BlianStfnlon
Amanda Strother
Koren SttJrnlCk
Lynne TaCCOhna
Donna
ThIbodeaux
JeanM.
Thulemeyer
Jeulca Tlwold
MoIUeS. ToU
Josef Towner
CopperTrcJnor
Electra TropOioc

··';;;~~~",ubs=nvc reply on the Usuc, nor my
meetings with citmns.
Our two sen:.tors did,
however, respond to other cons~nts. On 9125, they offcIed
" floor amendment aimed at
inaeasing U.s. nuclear ~n
tending by lome $339 .. n
this coming fiscal year. This

last-minute amcndnlcn t was
the S= had
offered
completed its actiolu on this
ye..rs nuclear weapons budget.
It was withdrawn after protest
by other sen:.tors.

.ncr

On Octob er 12, the U.N. High Comm ission er for Hum an Right s,
so
Mary Robin son, called for a suspe nsion of attack s again st Afgha nistan
ands
despe rately -need ed huma nitari an aid could reach hund reds of thous
of civilians befor e winte r sets in, warn ing that they woul d other wise
se this
freeze or starve to death . Will our congr ession al deleg ation endor
urgen t call for help?

The choice is not between violence and nonviolenc~
but between nonviolence and nonexistence.
-DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING

or most of the past decade,
the Los Alamos Study
Group has been working to
abolish weapons of mass
destruction, especially nuclear

F

weapons, in compliance with
u.S. treaty commitments. In
the process, we have also
worked to protect our environment from these weapons'

permanendy-toxic wastes, and
to clean up contaminated areas
where possible.

We invite you to join us.

to help pay for this and future ads. contact:
For more inform ation about the Study Group . to sign the petitio n. or
Los ALAMos STUDY GROU P
lasg.o rg· www. lasg.o rg
212 East Marcy, Suite 10. Santa Fe, NM 87501 • 505-982-7747 • info@
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Paper: Tri-Valley Herald (Pleasanton, CA)
Aaoc ;;A.ol ~rt's-r
Title: Watchdog urges nuclear storage ban - Proposal would mean moving Livermore lab out of state
Author: Lisa Friedman WASHINGTON BUREAU
Date: October 21,2001
Section: Local
WASHINGTON -- Should a bustling urban area like the East Bay play host to several hundred pounds of
uranium, plutonium and other ingredients of nuclear weapons? Nuclear accountability advocates say no.
At least one group is pressuring the federal government to eliminate weapons-grade nuclear materials from
Northern California -- an act that would mean closing the doors at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
The notion of closing Livermore, consolidating its programs with its sister lab in Los Alamos and moving
the entire operation to the more sparsely populated New Mexico region, is not new.
The future ofthe U.S. nuclear laboratories has been in question ever since the end of the Cold War, with
various consolidation proposals shot down by the White House, lab leaders and their representatives in
Congress.
But when the government watchdog group Project on Government Accountability (POGO) revived the idea
this month after exposing alleged vulnerabilities in the Department of Energy's nuclear bomb complex, it set
off a new round of debate.
Rep. Ellen Tauscher, D-Alamo, whose district includes Livermore lab and its 8,000 employees, said the
government must think "boldly" about new ways to protect its citizens in the post-Sept. 11 world.
But, she said, "That does not include consolidating the national labs. If we've learned anything from Sept. 11,
it's that having concentrated nodes of information, authority and expertise is the last thing we want to do.
While this (consolidation) perhaps sounds good on paper, in this very new world we need to make sure we
are not hurting ourselves," Tauscher said.
Others argue that closing down labs and consolidating potential deadly nuclear sites -- several of which are
planted near major metropolitan regions -- is the government's only responsible course of action.
An eight-month investigation by POGO released last month alleged that the Department of Energy's nuclear
facilities are vulnerable to terrorist attacks. The group assailed DOE for maintaining enough weapons-grade
plutonium and highly-enriched uranium to create nuclear devices, and for keeping the materials near urban
areas like Livermore, Denver and Knoxville, Tenn.
A detonation at anyone of the 10 major government sites containing nuclear substances "would dwarfthe
impacts of Chernobyl," POGO argued. The group called for a series of measures, like shutting down the
Idaho National Engineering Lab and the Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois.
The report also proposed combining Livermore and Los Alamos, saying "we don't need two redundant bomb
design labs. Livermore is now in the middle of a highly populated community, yet large amounts of
plutonium are stored there."
"Certainly the United States doesn't need two weapons labs," said Bob Schaeffer, public education director
with the Alliance for Nuclear Accountability, a Washington-based advocacy group.

and Sandia National Laboratory also in
The U.S. nuclear weapons complex includes Livermore, Los Alamos
s of warheads, while Livermore
New Mexico. Sandia scientists work primarily with the non-nuclear aspect
and Los Alamos focus on the nuclear physics.
ment should be dealing in nuclear
Like many anti-nuke activists, Schaeffer questions whether the govern
materials at all, saying two labs are "only slightly less risky than one."
"There is no good place for this stuff," he said.
nment Oversight Committee,
In recent weeks, Rep. Chris Shays, R-Conn., chairman of the House Gover
esses at Department of Energy nuclear
announced he will launch an investigation into alleged security weakn
facilities.
l leaders sure whether the probe will
The scope of the investigation is not yet clear. Neither are congressiona
examine the possibility of combining the nuclear weapons design labs.
consolidation.
Livermore spokeswoman Lynda Seaver declined to discuss the idea of
ing like that," she said.
"It's just speculation right now, so we wouldn't want to comment on someth
rn California aren't holdin
But even those who want to see nuclear weapons eliminated from Northe
breath.

g their

shouldn't worry," said Dr. Argun
The nuclear weapons people have got themselves long-term jobs and
ch, a watchdog group based in
Makhij ani, director of the Institute for Energy and Environmental Resear
Washington.
about consolidation," added Greg
No one questions nuclear weapons much, and as a result no one talks
Mello, director of the Los Alamos Study Group in New Mexico.
No one in Congress is thinking about this."
y Secretary Hazel O'Leary formed
The last time Congress did think about it was in 1995 when former Energ
a task force to look at the future of the labs.
t Galvin -- called for transferring
The Galvin Commission -- named for its chair, Motorola CEO Rober
tory over a period of five years.
weapon design from Livermore to Los Alamos and Sandia National Labora
said the lab should maintain enough
The task force did not propose closing Livermore entirely. Rather, it
design teclmology to continue working in nuclear non-proliferation.
deeply threatening to the lab, said
But the idea of taking away Livermore's nuclear weapons stockpile was
al Resources Defense Council in
Chris Paine, a senior researcher and nuclear lab expert with the Nation
Washington.
fought very hard to keep that from
It was taking the golden eggs away from the goose," he said. "Livermore
happening. "
Lab advocates say rightly so.
to Livermore labs, argued against the
Sidney Drell, a Stanford University physics professor and a consultant
Galvin report and continues to believe that two labs are better than one.

independent scientists constantly
The biggest advantage is what Drell refers to as "peer review," having
looking over one's shoulders to check and double check their work.
es throughout the government,"
It's not much different than the usual idea we have of checks and balanc
rnia at Berkeley and also a
agreed Raymond Jeanloz, professor of geophysics at University of Califo
Livermore consultant.
out the best in both sides, creativity
Having two labs with different approaches to weapons design "brings
that's going to be challenging
and the pressure to excel ... They know there's another group out there
everything they do," he said.
re after President Clinton in late 1995
Ultimately the recommendations from the Galvin RepOli went nowhe
win the labs' support for the
advocated a status quo approach to the laboratory issues -- possibly to
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.
Livermore and Los Alamos are
But the underlying reason for promoting consolidation -- the theory that
redundant -- still exists. Even lab champions acknowledge its truth.
their mission," said Jeanloz.
There's a lot of overlap. In a sense, there's almost complete overlap in
Unless, of course, someone comes up
But congressional leaders like Tauscher maintain that's a good thing.
g up the California lab's $906
with a proposal to move the Los Alamos operations to Livermore, beefin
million annual budget.
er.
I'd be in favor of moving the New Mexico labs to California," joked Tausch
part of the problem -- one the Sept. 11
Nuclear watchdogs don't find parochial jockey ing funny and think it's
attacks won't change.
close the military base in my
It's the mindset that leads Congress members to say economize, but don't
district, Schaeffer said.
Author: Lisa Friedman WASHINGTON BUREAU
Section: Local
permission of Media NewsGroup, Inc.
(c) 2001 Tri-Valley Herald. All rights reserved. Reproduced with the
by NewsBank, Inc.
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Lab studies
the 'tiniest

. of weapons:
. the germ·
,

' " , ' lO/tJ/ot

LOS ALAMOS ~ The government
laboratory ,on this r~motemesa ,
earned its reptitation as ,8. nuclearweapons facility, the birthplace of
the bomb,
'
A lesser-known mission has it
sort of weaponry:
.studying
.. . . another:
.
.
,germs:',
'
, For nearly ,a decad,e; Los Alamos
National Labciratory has been developing the molecular tools to identify'
" and pinpoint the origin of disease.,,'
,
, causing organisms. ,
\' It has rOcusedmostly on anthrax
- ' or, more properly, Bacillus
anthracis:
'
"
"Anthrax is thetliseaseJ "
explained biophysicist Jill rrewhel'la, ,who oversees' th~ program,.
"Anthracisis the organiSI]i.",. :' "
The identification ofbibl()gical
,agents, wheth~w theyoccur naturally or as a result of bioterror, can ,be "
crucial to saving lives.
The Los Alamos' project gets
'about $10 million aimually - a fraction of the lab's $1.4 billion budget
~ from the Department of Energy!s
Chemical and' Biological National
',:"
Security Program.
Years of work by researchers at
sites including Los Alamos, North~
ern Arizona University and
Louisiana State University has createdthe world's biggest bank of
'genetic information on Bacillus
anthracis.
-

Scientists can identify the origins

, ()f organisms based ,on the information iathe DNA. '
"What ltdoes is allows you to take
an unknown sample that comes in
and look at the particular aspects of
its gell(~me, and - if they match the,
information in the database - you
cansaYi 'Ah, this matches the dead
cow in Minnesota.' Or,'This.isa laboratory strain thati's used widely in
research.' Or, 'This is a vaccination
strain that couldn't hurt anybody,' "
, 'frewpeilal'aid.
'.
"
Research,ers also can figure out
whether the' organismh~s been
, "
genetically modified;'
, ,"It's' a,forensic analysis':""" helps
-you find the bad guy' or helP.s you,
find if it's natural or not," Trewhella
said..
, Trewhella says the lab's expertise
has been used to investigate, years
, after the fact, a 1979 anthrax out-,
, break in the·former' Soviet Union;
'help United' Nations weapons
inspectors in Iraq; and trace a mid- '
1990s outbreak in Australia to 145-,
'year-old anthrax spores from
buried cattle that had been import~
,ed from India. "
,
'
Officials are mum about whether' '
that capability has given the' Los "
Alamos lab any role inthe investi'gation of the East Coast anthrax ,,',
scare.
"We wouidnever, C()mment on an
jnvestiga:tion,"said
ongoing
Trewhella, . citing the 'criminal
, nature of the probe. ' .
" Jittery, about making its employees a, target ()f terrorism, the lab
has clamped down on contacts with
its researchers, funneling information instead throu,gh Tre'whella" a
17-year lab veteran and head of its
2-Year-old Bioscience Division.
Secrecy is nothing new in Los
Alarrtos,' where the,Manhattan Pro-'
ject developed the world's first
atomic bombs. The city that grew
Please see GERMS, Pa~e 8-4

. C9ntinu~d

fi'otri',Pageii

from awirecfericed. Army
encampment. at the end of a "'.
wirtdin~LdirLr{)ad, was not .
even O,pen to 'the <public until:
19~7<

.•.. : .'.: .•......'

, .

'. " Biophysicist Jill Trewhella, who, .
'~versees the program;' says being able
to work with ·"srruill amo,unts of live,
,vUiLlent agene;wbuldirrtprov~ its
,researchcapabiltties, artd··herdivision·
'proposes tobuiId' a biosafety level]'
:(B$L-3):1dboratory that would
".. handle infectious organisms.

'Vtewhella:sayso the labora~
. tory's ihterest' in the biologil
cal sciences is a naturalout. " growth' ,of its <efforts ·to
.. :unqerstanq the' impact of
r~~l~t'onontlle:J:tumatJ body: .
. '~t)i~:;fe~ear~l,1~rs i~os~tldy
antJ)fax 'and"oth~r patho-gens:,
irtCItiding other melllbers
. ofthebacilhis'familY, as well
. '
. as': Yersinia . pestis, which . 'agc;)nt" . would improve its fa.cUityata weaponS laqQra'causes Plague ~'comprise' .i:i,esearch cap&bilities.·. " t o r y 'sehdsthe>wt:ong;slgl1al
abo:ut 20per,cent·.of the .Bio~,' ,'Her division' .proposes. to ·'.40·'othetriations, ,.they also,
.
science Division, whiCh has . build . a biosafety Jevel 3' 'corih~na,'. ' , '
the equivalent of about 200 . (BSL-3) 'laboratory . that' .. "What Los ,Alamoswants,to '
full-time 'employees, accord- would 'hartdle \ 'infectious do-isWh1:\t,could bes,tbechar, ing tq 'frewhella. .
, , . , organisms...
" .acterized ," ;as, 'defensive
AU told, about 14 OOO peb-' ,Anerivifonmental assess-' biowarfare research," said
pIe work at the lab, including. .ment .'. Of the proposal, ,Greg ,MellI;>, ,director. of the',
, contractors,' securityguar-ds required before the lab and : Los Alamos'. StUdy' 'Gr0up. ,
and other supportp~rsopneL
tl1ePepartment of ,Energy' . <iWe ~hink ifs very importartt!
The Los Alamoslaboratory' decide. whether to proceed, is' :to;separate thOSe functionsl
does not work with anthrax- under way.
froill, the offensiv~. W;lrfare,;
causing org;:iuisms..- . ' ,. " .. "rheproposal hasbeen c~it.: . researchwhiclJ. is going on all,
. Instead,' the' laboratorYlClzed by w;aichdog groups around it." ' , ' .
' . ,::
uses in its research the less that say the fa~ility is'unnec- '; He won.:ie{5 that tM BSL~3:
dangerous
vaccine·.' or e.ssary - because th,e same proposaljs )~<meantto be th!3 '
research strains.
work is already done at other . leading' edge of. Ii' very large·
But 'frewhefIasays being . .labs - and potentiallydan-bioi9gyprogram at Los Alamable to work with "small' gerous. 'os.~ and it's the proverbial,
amounts of live, virulerit
Locating a biowarfarenose oUhe camel." .
"
.
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For nearly a decade, Los Alamos
The IdentificatIon (of bIOlogical can ~y, .All, this;natc}les. tJ:e dead clamped down on contacts with its . Los Alamos. Lab uses ill Its .re- os Study Group contends.
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causing organiSlllS.
.
..
· h recent b!Dterronsm
scares
W It
across the. couritry, the lab is now
proposing to take its research an0!h~
e.!. step fonyard -:- to d?~ork WIth.
hve o:glfmsms 10 a~ditlOn to the,
work It has done WIth attenuated'
cells, the dead organislllS used to create vac~ines.
'.
.The proposal, which' .in<;1udes

The Los Alamos prOject gets about stram that could.n t hurt anybody,
B'"
. Di . '.".
y
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Trewhella say~the l~s *m~¥,}A~d the tmpact of raQiatio,non 'oratotythatwouldhandle,iIifeqttous. .~e ~omes that the BS~-3 p!'QRQ~
Years of work by researchers at has be<m:usedto mvestigatel:Y~~~., ..... th~fuman b9<iy. . .
..•• . . orgamslllS.
.
.. '. ." . '
a1IS''meant to be the leading edg~f
sites including Los Alamos, North- ter the fact, a 1979 anthrax;~Vtwte.ak::· .l'11e reSeartherswho study anthraX .' An environmental assessment of. a very large biolOgy progr;unaH>.Os
em Arizona University andmthe foriner Soviet Un~q~liJ,!~'fu ~Ji4:.otherpathogen:s~ including ..the proposal, required before the lab Alamo~ - and it's the:: proverbial
Louisiana State University has creat- "U.N.. 'fleapons inspectors ~rrmtjl'rtaQ~er members of the bacillus farni- andOOE decide'~heth&r toprOc~d, riose ofthe camel."
.f.
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down by Carlsbad.
"Over the last several years," the POGO
repon states, "there have been exercises test·
ing the security [of shipments] ... where the
DOE security force failed to proted nuclear
cargo because thq had inadequate weapons .
and insufficien,t numbers, as well as poorly
conceived tactics. Due io these insufficiencies, the protective forces were defeated in six
out of seven exercises in December 1998."

Our nati,onallabs'
security

WARTIME PRECAUTIONS

time bomb
by Kristen Davenport
It's' nearing dusk at Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Behind bamed-wire fences deep
in Pajarito Canyon at Technical Area 18 sits
large quantities of weapons-grade plutOnium
and depleted uranium, A few guards with
machine guns miU about.
Sti,ddenly, from the canyon ridge, there is
gunfire. LOs Alamos gUards ,down in the
canyon bottom start dropping, killed by
sniper fire. A group of unknown men rush
into area, bringing with them a wheelbarrow
purchased from Home Depot.
Within an hour, dozens are dead and the
terrorists escape with enough plutonium and
,uranium - hauled in the. garden cart ...:.. to
build several nuclear boinbs. 'Free and clear.
Fantasy?

based near Washington, D.C., released a taking it more seriously" than previous
report in early October that finds that in reporiS criticizing .security at' the nation's
about 50 percent of mock raids (the exact nuclear fucilities. In response, Congressman
percentage'is classified) the nuclear fucilities Chris Shays, R-COnn;" has requested'the first
fait to, protect radioactive materials and . congressional oversight investigatiOn into
weapons secrets. '
Department of Energy security in, a decade.
. POGO had planned, to release the 200-pilge
The report also details cases of Department
employees who have, tried to expose the' ener- ,repon this month and had been working on
gy departinentfucUities' lack of security, the the document for eight months.
stKalled "whistle blowers" who DOE
"The timing was just an eerie thing," Brian
allegedly ,retaliated against. It blames bureau- said. The day' after the terrorist attacks, the
cratic, arrogance and, reluctance to change group immediately took the document to the
National Security CounciL The group has
also met with Pentagon officials and countless lawmakers, she,sald. Her goal: ''We really ,think that all'fwilities with special nuclear,
materials need military guards in this climate."

"; .'

.

Right now, most,nUclear f.icilities hire pri·
vate,civilian contradors to watch over their
terriiory. Private civilian contractors aCe also
the people who are··ln charge of what has
been entirely inadequate airpon' security
around the country. Los Alamos employs
Protection Techn016gies ()f LOs Alamos.

Securing the perimeter: The front gate (above) arTA 5S: unguar0e9 in this photo, and ~
section of fence al.;>ng the back (right), are abqut all that stands !J¢tween plutonium and
ar~e~ terroristS. ~oS by G{eg ~

Not accordi;;g to :i Ceron" released ~arlier security procedures.
this montl] from a government ,watchdog
Spokesmen for' !.ANL say the
group. In tict, wheti this ,scenario was played . repon is ovetwrittell; exaggerated and infiamout by U.S. special mititary forces arLos Alam- ' matory. The 'mock exerCises are just that, they
,os Technical Area 18 about one year ago; the say -:'- exercises - arid no one "wins" or
terrorists did indeed get away with the pluto- "loses.""
,
-We consider all our exercises to be suenium.
'
Sometimes under covec of datkness, some· i:esSfui because we learn. ,from them," says
times in broad daylight, special U.S. 'military Kevin -Roark, a spokesman for the tab. "We
forces have fOf years ·stormed America's !hink the report is inaecUl;ate."
nuclearEicilit;es to mimic terrorist attacks.
The questions: Arc ihe nation:s nuclear EE R lET I MIN G
ForyearS experiS have said it's very unlikely
. facilities '- inCluding, New Mexico's own
'!.ANL and Sandia National Laboratories - _ terrorists would attack a' nuclear facility prepared for (possibly ineVitable) terroriSm? because of high security- when there are so
Could. 'i small b;md of rogue terrorists .steal many other easier iargets. But until Sept. II,
enough radioactive material to build a bomb? experts would have said the chances of two
Could a tewrist truck carrying bombs slam hijacked airplanes flying into New York City
through fences and explode next to a storage skys~rapers was almost nil, as well.
area for plutonium or depleted uranium?
The' POGO report has received some atten·
The an~wers. as revealed by a report earlier tion.in various newspapers nationwide in the
this month, are frightening. '
aftennath of the Sept. 11 disaster, although
in many cases in which mock terrorist see· POGO director Danielle Brian says no one
n"rios were played out, the terrorists won.
seems eager to ad on her organization's
The Project on Government Oversight report.
",
(POGO), a non-government watchdog group
Just the same, Brian said, "policymakers are
.
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In the hours and days after the Sept. i 1 ter·
· roriStattacks, 'all shipments of nuclear materi·
als halted - and have been stopped
off-and-on in the six weeks since the attack.
Also, all nuclear facUities went onto high alert
known as SECON 2 - just one step below
fulJ-bloWn wartime attack.
As part of tha,t, Pajarito Road - the artery
that runs straight ,down the middie of !.AN!.'s
23,000 ,acre chunk of land - was closed at'
both ends. Closing Pajarito Road permanent.
ly has been suggested by numerous officials
and politicians over, the last decade when
securitylSsues come up.
Pajarito runs right by two technical areas at
the lab -Th 18 and TA 55 - which probably
contalit the highest concentrations of nuclear
materials on tab property. TA 18, deep in
Pajarito. Canyon, has been the site of two
failed ~urity raids - one in '1997 and
another in October 2000 - the POGO repon
detailed. Some long-term vision documents
for the tahoratory suggest the road should Ii
permanently closed down.
'
The tab, however,' doesn't want to cut .off
Pajarito Road, because thousands of lab
emploYees. use the artery to get to work. It
· would be inconvenient The problem highlights what many expens say is the essential
conJlicf at most nuclear fucilitieS: The need to .
satisfy scientists who don't want t()() many
strictures Often requires measures that are
contrary t6 national security needs.' If scientistS stan 'feeling like nuclear soldiers, they
might go work somewhere clse, taking their
brainpower with them.
Instead, the tab and DOE are looking right
now at another option .for TA 18, which for·
mer Energy Secretary Bill Richardson has said
could be the most vutnerable nuclear site in
ihe counity. Because the facility, which
houses nuclear-critical machines, sits
. deep in a canYOIl; it is nearly indefensible. A group of terrorists could easily'
guard the road into' the site, picking off
military or police forces who came to the
reScUe of others at the fu.cUity.
DOE held several public meetings this
month to discuss the plan to move TA
18. The most desir;tble option for !.ANL
is to build :in uriderground bunkerat TA
55 (right across the rQad, but up on a
plateau), although other options include
moving the entire projed to Nevada.
But even if the plans sail through, the
bureaucratic necessities .,... suth as' an '
Environmental-Impact Stateinent - ihe .
move ,of the nuclear materials wouldn't
be complete until 2007, said ]ayRose, a,
DOE specialist working on the move ofTA 18.

Rocky Flats, a fa~ilily in Denver which also
recdves heavy. criticism from" the PQGO
repon, has hired· Wackenhut for protective . FRIENDLY FIRE
The POGO repon uSe~ several case studies
forces, the same"company that runs problem-plagued prispns In New Mexico arid to iUuslcate the' failures of nuclear fucilities.
other states.
'
during mock raidS. Mock scenarios at Sandia
The POGO repQn lists 10 !2ciliti,es across are not mentioned, but Mures at Los Alamos
the
United States where
enough , are -targeted, as well as problems' at Rocky'
weapons-grade piutonium and uranium are Flats,
stored to constnicn'nudear bomb. Many of
One particularly gruesome scenario played .
the ten sites vulnerable to attack have targe out at Rocky Flats near Denver, where tens oC:
numbers of people in the near vicinity. Los tons of plutonium and uranium.are stored .• '
Alamos is on the .list, along with Sandia (The energy' department is slowly shutting:
National laboratOries in Albuquerque. (The down the Site, sending mo&t of the materials
2,400 nudearweapons stored on Kirtland Air · to other DOE, facilities.) The facUity' had
'Force Base are not,mentioned in the repon as .received several negative Security reports and
a problem, because the bombs are stored marginal mock raids in the late '90s. In March
of 2000, during mock e«ercises in which ter·
deep imdergroun~.)
And, the report points to, another soft rorists tried to steal plutonium, Navy SEAL
undecbelly for America's nuc~ar programs forces acting as terroriSts "found an alarming
\hat might concern New Mexicans: trucks out trend," the ·report nbtes.
"The [Rocky Flats] protective forces were
on highways (without police escort) carrying
'shooting' [with laser guns] everyone in sight
contaminated radioactive materials to storage
sites such as the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant - mock terrorists, scientists, controllers

wearing orange safety vests, and each oiher,"
ihe report states. "The rules of deadly force
[which say security should kill ihe bad guys,
not ihe good guys] were completely aban·
'doned to pass the tests and prove ihe facility
is 'low risk. '"
During previous exercises at
Rocky Flats, Navy SI)ALs had man·
aged to break ihrough fences, steal
materials, plant truck bombs, and
oiherwise endanger ihe citizens of
Colorado, POGO repcirts.
Ai Los Alamos, most of ihe attention is focused on TA 18 where ihe

DOE's "ability to fend off systemic change."
The General Accounting Office, ihe perfor.
mance auditing branch of ihe feeleral govern·
ment, has issued many critical reports on
DOE security.
.
Going as far back as 1981, ihe preSident's

pseud<>:-terroris[s carried away

plutonium an.d uranium in ihe
Home Depot wheelbarrow. In
1997, a special unit of ihe U.S.

levels: Satisfactory, marginal, or unsatisfacto·
ry.)
But according to documents, anerthe
report made its way up the chain,of DOE
command, the facility was instead given a

"marginal" rating.

nature. Mu.ch of it was based on how security is evaluated, not on security itself."
POGO director Brian says the organization
works' h~rd to maintain a non":partisan
approach to its studies. However, one of the
authors of ihe recent 'Security report, Peter
Stockton, was assistant secretary to DeI.llocrat

DEFINING 'SECURE'
Los Alamos defends itself, saying
the, POGO report repeatedly tells
the horror stories and neglects the
lab's successes and that the report

Richardson, former Secretary of Energy and
likely New Mexico gubernatorial candidate.
The organu.alion, which has been around
lor 20 years', has focus'ed much of its energy ,
on defense issues in recent years, although

p1isrepresents the outcome of the

thi~ was its first report looking at security.

two "failures" in 1997 and 2000 .. And for the time being, Brian said, everything
I\oark says 'LANL also conducts itS else has been abandoned.
own mock security scenarios with"Security is not a theoretical problem any·
out the help of special military more/' she says. "So we're putting all our
focus on 'getting results from this
repOrt. The country isn't inter·

ested in anything ebe,"
Brian wants Congress and

DOE to look at some quick solu·
Office qf Safeguards and
Security"Jound ' substantial
weaknesses in DOE security,
incluelirig a report by Representative John DingeU, D-MI.
The same office in 1996 produced .another negative
repbrt under the leadership
of Edward McCallum, a for·
Three aerial photos of TA 55, show. Building ISS where, according mer colonel in the special
to the los Alamos Study Group; LANL transferred up to 20 kg of forces in Vietnam, when
McCallum was working for
Pu-239 without the POE's knowledge: pI>OIos by G<e<J """ ,
the Department of Energy.
Aimy Special Forces staged the attack; but the After the report, McCallum was placed on
rules required that' their objective' 'was to admirtistrative leave amid allegations of relal·
"steal" more nuclear materials ihan one per· iation. (McCallum now works for the Penta·
son could tany; hence the wheelbarrow.
gon.) ,
McCallum's report and others onen detail units, which also isn't mentioned iri the
As ·the Wall Street journal reported, "The
Garden Cart attackers ... used snipers hidden What some say is a hostile attitude toward recent document.
in ihe hills to 'kill' the first guards who security issues, among Ifraders of the nuclear
Says Roark; "We don't measure the success
arrived. Because they happened to be the weapons complex. As: the Dingell report or failure of an exercise based strictly on the
commanders of ihe guard force, the rest of ·noted, "In every investigation conc~ming win/lose scenario. Sometimes your forct;
the force was thrown into disarray."
problems at ihe DOE weapons facilities and' repels that attack. Sometimes your force
laboratories, the individuals responsIble for doesn't. Everyone in the secu'rity buSiness
The terrorists made it out.
the operation' of defense programs consis- knows ihis is true. The report ignores dozens
HISTORICAL PROBLEMS
tently and repealedly ,denied the problems, of others that don't falI neatly into the cate·
The POGO report is not the first documeilt punished the whistle blowers, and covered gory pf 'IOsers'and misrepresents otir seruri'
.
to detail security lapses at nudear we~pons up the problems to th~ir superiors and Con- ty as porous;",
And while the report comes down hard on
facilities. Just two years ago, former Senator gress."
.
,
For instance, the PQGO, document notes, security problems ,at TA 18, Ro;u-k said, it,
w..p-en Rudman, R-N.H., )Vas asked by a Clin·
ton.: administration official to produce a in 1998, the energy department's Albu· neglects to mention ihat moving'ilie facility
review of DOE security. Rudman's results: querque Operations Office went to Los Alam- to a saferlocation was thdab's, own idea.
"There are some years when our security
"This report finds DOE's performance, os to review'security procedures there. largethroughout its history, should have been ly because of problems at 'fA 18, LANL was has been Iabeled as 'marginal, '" Roark says.
regarded as. intolerable:"
initially given an "unsatisfactory" rating. . "But if you look at the detailS of those situa·
.
Rudman blamed "inStitutional hubris" and (DOE's security rating} s,ystem has only three tions, the problems were administraiive in

And if that weren't scary enough

Unfortunately, since the former Soviet Union <!isintegrated,
the Russians have been' far from concerned about securing
. their weapons, including nuclear-tipped missiles, and uranium stockpiles. The United States is now contemplating for"eign aid that would help the Russians improve their nuclear
secl)tity.
.E·,qually unsettling, according the journal, the Russians
There is apparently enough lost, black market, and
. '. . apparently design~d and built an undetermined number of
none-tocr.-secure weapons-grade uranium floating around
so-called "suitcase" Jluclear devices in the.eady and late
the world to give international military aI).d securitY experts
1980s. No one, including the Russian government, seems able
the shakes. And that doesn't count the thousands of spent
to'say where these are.
"
fuel rods, packed with, extremely h>;i:ardous uranium, sitting....
"In any case, it would apparently be a fairly simple matter to
,in pools of water awaiting disposal, all over this country."
,," 'solUggle an atomic bomb or suitcase nuclear device into the'
: The potentially lethal scenarios - now that suicide attacks,,~ U.S. in spite of our allegedly now-heightened security. The
preferred method would likely be by ship since some nine,have been established as a workable terrodst tactic in this
,country ~ are numerous.
.j
million shipping containers, each ih': size of a semi~truck
According to the Wall Street journal, in an Oct. 17front
trailer (20 to 40 feet long) come into this country each year.
page siory headlined, "Suddenly, Small Gaps in ,Nuclear Secu" Customs inspectors at our major ports are entirely over·
whelmed by this traffic and unable to inspect them except in
rity Look Like' Chasms," there is liitle doubt that O~ama bin'
'Laden has tried to get his hands on nuclear weapons and the' a, cursory way. ,
'
Ju~t as chilling .is' the, possibility that terrorists might choose
. uranium to make t h e m . '
device like the one dr.opped on Hiroshima could be fash'
to raid one of our dozens of operating nuclear piants, most
ioned from 125 pounds or less of the right uranium and
likely close to a major city like the Indian Point complex less
conventional explosives. The design is so well known and
than 30 miles north of Manhattan on the Hudson River. Any
regarded as so reliable, the journal story said, "it doesn't
oCihose plants and their-pools of spent fuel rods could be
converted, with well-placed explosives, into "a giant radiation
even have to be tested." Such a device would produce an
explosion equivalent to 15,000 tons of TNT and could kill
dispersal device," as the Wall Streetjoumal termed it. Furmore than 100,000 people if exploded in or near a major
ther, just as our weapons labs have dismally failed to fend off
City. For contrast, the World Trade Center attack and col·
staged, terrorist atiacks, so too, mock attacks on our nuclear
lapse, according to the journal, released the equivalent of an power plants have been equally successful. '
explosion of 1,000 tons ofTN1:
'.
-Steve Lawrence

Other aspects of the global
: and domestic nuke threat

tions -

consolidating nuclear

materials at secure underground
sites, employing trained military
people to guard plutonium and
secrets.

.

,,( spent [Thursday] morning
talking with high-level people at
the Department of Energy who
say they're' spending .more time
thinking about how to change
the way we do things," Brian
said. "But the problem is, the
loriger we go from the shock of
the [Sept. 1.1 J event, the less
likely we ate to see change."
Oft/ciaIs with the Department
of Energy and the National
Nuclear Security Agency, a semi-autonomous
organization tied to the DOE thai oversees
security; have refused to comment 'On the
report and did not return phone calls for this
article.
The entire TepOrt can be viewed at
'www.pogo.org. CW
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is orieoftne"'~aj or players in anthrax investigations
~romPage.!
"i'\:;i\:i~~f:;hj,Ji)eengenetically~ociified..
1978. Six others,. in.cluding two
, ,lIon bll,qg~t,<JrollI the Dep~<..w:'" 'IIt's a forensIc analysIs - postal workers m New Jersey,
ment Q~)~tgy's Chemical and helps you find the bad guy, or have been infected with a highBiologitaf National Security helps you find if it's,natural or lytreatable form of anthrax that
Program.
" ' not," Trewhella said~,
,is contracted through the skin.
Years of :wotkbYl'esearc'hers
Trewhell<i" says: the' "lab:s Thousands have been tested for
at sites inc1uding,'Lq:s'Alafuos, expertise has b,eellusedto exposure to the bacteria.
Northern Ari:z;ona'lJlliversity investigate, years aftetthe fact,
Jittery about making its
and Louisiana StiJ,te University a 1979artthrax outbreak in the employees a target of terrorism,
has created the world's biggest fomier SovieftJhion;help Unit- the lab has clamped doW]). on
bank of genetic.iIiformationon ,ed Nations weapons inspectors contacts with its researchers,
Bacillus anthrac,is. ", '
, in Iraq; andtracean1id~1990s funneling information instead
Scientists can identify the ,outbreak in A\lstralia to 145- through Trewhella, a 17 -year
origins of organisms based onye:ar-'old anthrax~p'ores' from lab veteran and head. of its 2the information in the DNA.
buried cattle thafhad been year-old Bioscience Division. ,
Secrecy is nothing new in Los
"Whatitdoesisallowsyouto iIUpoitedfromIn:dia.j~, ,","
take an unknown sample that ,,'.d.fflcials are ,ril,Qrn'ab.Ollt Alamos, where the Manhattan
comes in, and l~:)Qk at the par- whether thatc~paBl1itYh:is gIy- Project developed the world's
ticular aspects of its genome, en theLosAlmol:~15iujyrolein first atomic bombs. The city
and - if they match the infor~ , the investigati9n'dtthe East .thatgrew from a wire-fenced
Army encampment at the end
illation in the data base':"" you Coast anthrax sc~e;,'
"Wewouldne'ver'coIll11lent of a winding dirt road was not
can say, 'Ah, this matches the
dead cow in Minnesota.' Or, on an ongqing inv~~tigatiqn," even open to the public until
'This is a laboratory strain that said Trewhella,bitingthecriIIii- 1957.
is used widely in research.' Or, nalnatureoftheprope.< . .
Trewhella says the laborato-

The researchers who study
anthrax and other pathogens including other members of the
bacillus family, as well as
Yersinia pestis, which causes
plague - comprise about 20
percent of the Bioscience Division, which has the equivalent
of about 200 full-time employees, according to Trewhella.
All told, about 14,000 people
work at the lab, including contractors, security guards and
other support personneL
The Los Alamos laboratory
does not work with anthraxcausing organisms. Instead, it
usesiri its research the less dan.
gerous vaccine or research
strains.
.
But Trewhella says being able
to work with "small amounts of
live, virulent agent" would
improve its research capabilities, and her division proposes

before the lab and ~e Department of Energy decIde whether
to proceed, is under way.
The proposal has been criticized by watchdog groups that
say the facility is unnecessarybecause the same work is
already done at other labs and potentially dangerous.
Locating a biowarfare facility at
a weapons laboratory sends the
wrong signal to other nations,
they also contend.
"What Los Alamos wants to
do is what could best be characterized as defensivebiowarfare
research," said Greg Mello,
director o.f the Los Alamos
Study Group. "We think it's very
important to separate those
functions from. the offensive
warfare research which is going
on all around it."
He worries that th,e BSL-3
propos~ is "meanL~o be th~ .

,"Jl~~d~,~va.~~~ri~~~Jitl~~ 1~~:W~c:!1i~;t~~~tr' ~~~t%~S~~~~bJZ~:~~i.,",'~)·~lft~~~~~t~~:J:%f!$Ji~,-~~~~~O!:~6~=~Q}

Trewhella said.
,'
have beendiagnosed,with its efforts to understand the infectious organisms.
and it's the prOVerbial nose of
Researchers also can figure inhalation anthrax, a 'disease impact of radiation on the
An environmental assess- the camel."
our whether the organism has not seen in this country since human body.
ment of the proposal, required
" r .•.
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'Learn-In' ProniotesPeaceful Methods
Residents Gather To
Discuss Alternatives
i

By MORGAN LEE
- Journal Staff

A gymnasium fuUof people spent
their Saturday in,Santa Fe studying
peaceful' alternatives to the war on
terrorism.
,
Local students, not yet of mili-

gave the crowd ~ quick lesson in ' First Presbyterian Church.
events' ,and their implications,
, emotional first aid and deep breath~
Organizer Kim Parko, who focus, accordilig to Prince.
ing. '. '
"
. "
, es on medJ.acolliiiitirucations, said
"We need toJisten to ourselves as the learn-hi and related gatherings
if we were listening to a message are ,~ed at finding concrete solu"Listening to people... liki:L.Mr.
from the universe," GoldIDan told tions, to iliternational problems, Boult is critical for wc:tt>;~i;be
thecrdwd.'
'
sl.lch as' a food 'shortage' in deeper meaning of what's haPI1en" After these illtroductions, speake" Afghanistan t~t could prove' disas- ing," Prince said. "For me, what I
ers took to the lectern to discuss ITOIis for ,civilians, during thE) really want to get out of today (is a)
oncoming winte,r."
',
civillibertie!\. and foreign policy. '
deepening of my own understandThe learn-in was also aimed at ' ing of what has gotten us here
Reber Boult, co-director of the
AmericanCivilLiberties Union of helping people understand current today."
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the ' Environment ' Department,
~ouldl1ot tak,e the calfS seriously.
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rtucl¢ar sci~rlc~.. ...• .• .
.·If.l, riJ.ai,1y'c~sesifunding for
these projects does not come .
co.mpone~t,··
dir~ctly . frop} .' Congress, he
sa'i(t; <tANL. .proposes
rese(,lr.~h proj¢ds,to oth~r
'. federal' .' agencies,' ··'which
contrib~tion.there;';
..
..
".
.
. '.
decide whether tognmtfuIldillg~
.
' '. ,
, ..
REi>;TQMlJDALL
"Hawkins ';esthu'ated .' that·
. New M~x'ito:Depiocrat
, .several ." . 'liundr~d . such
researcll' p;rdppsals ~re being.
.",.
developed,'Oneproposalt6
The Waste Isolation Pil~Lwarming,'AlDS andoth~r.
the Federal Aviation' Acimin- '. Pla.nt,received $28 ,':million '.' issues not reJated to weapons.
istrationwould fDcnson a.more than itt'! bildgetteqti~st , . lli1tnQt'~veryoody lobksa;f
new.t¢chnol,ogyfot airport i foratotilloL$193,rriillion. ·~&ilQnaF·jabs· as' geMrally'
security:, ,; . ..' ',. . . ..':Ov:~t.all, the D(lpartmeritbf hellign-rese.arch cent6r~that ,
':Over8JIsp~ndiIlgat the 'Ener.'gy received $19:5 \'iiUiQri', , ;~oubleas economicpower~
labs, has ,gone Up in. recent :-",:-, $lA. bil1ioilm()r.~;':th?-n .;'hoUses, The labs' h~Ysh¢st'
years, and'this' sea.sonwas' nO'" requested:,Dp~enidsays ~he." critics see massive 'bureau~
different in ',Washington: DOE's 'pudg~t> proposals. .cracies that r(\ntain center.ed.
Domenici'.receritly' wrapp~~ .. demonstrat~·~l1at'.tI1t:( .. J3hsb ... ' onw~apon$Oflllass ~e~truc-·
up them<li!lsp~ndingl?Hnof: . adininisttati9ifll;<,i~;,not~'recog- don, the focus of record buq" .
. the Depart:i»¢Pt',·qf".jjjU'¢,i;:g¥ ,;nizedor,allpte,ct~t~4·the~ig- get increases tliis·y.e.ar.
"T.here's:beena los~ofbudand th~I~1is,;rh'epiliicO"ht;iins.\.nificanceonhe';Wp9ri;ttories.'~·
.What ' 'pofi1~nl'cr >'c'aI~ed')~~'> :.,Domerii~isaYsthe neWbud~'getatydiscipliQe,!', said Greg
record 14 "pe~~.entjnc):'ease;:geti~go04news f.orN,ol,'thern" M¢llO; who heads up the Los
for nucIear~wealjotis'sfock- ··.!'fewMe'xicb,w}:loseecon.oinY: Alimios Study Group; "Really,
pile stewardship,.. '. "'.:·"i:$.'highlJ'af{~cJ:eal?y'·tMI~b . ;ti}osfoftheprogram is
'.. New Mexico 1 senior sena; activity. MOJ:e nici!1e'y"goi~g'tOtinn.~c.ess~rYI prOvocative or
....• J.' '.
'tor said . the' increases had LAN!,; mea~~i,i.m6r.eprOjectsi~b6th.';i··:"· .'
nothing to' do' withtheSept: which"ttanslate inlo'jops a,nd: .·qpending '.. '. on . nuclear
H· attacks,'. which·. brought businessthat'beP,efitthelopal' . weapons has increased since'
Congr.ess.togetherforseveri"economy. .·,J,~;;; . ...•... 1 · , ' .. ,., . "1993 .when the'nuCleatftest~
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.temb~r:, , .
· . a crudalrol~ ih,Jh¢se::~<y1-d .. shouid ,be . -t~searching
, ,"The big terr(ll':isr'attaG~ ·:otherar~s asthe9a:*m~l(~lt:ifissu.¢srelated. to terrorism ..
occtirring on th~llt.h has not" ,. to maKe .Itself less;Y:!l~lle~~ply" . Ey¢n . . so, 'he is critical· of
the way I see the'nti.inber's'; •. , . 'to terroris 1l1,Udall-said;',/'" ", . LANL'~fiscal accountability
changed in any'waythe,~Uo-"/ 'iWearein¢reasing1y,gOj!i'iaild'questforis whether'Los
of"" resourc:es;'··. '{o rim up' 'again$ttech.niy-al: .' Alilinos is the nroper place.
cation'
Domenici said ... ' .. ". ' .~';": 'isslles that have ."/:1 'Jarges:Cb '.' forrnore -research along the
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. roposed'hi~I_~i't~IS~~:>qllesJi~.n's~· _~oncet_,.,

+.: Few doubt the need·for.

lated G()pvers~#op~at.sepanitet~!?le~.,·Nati9naLLalJbratory'~~6lia*aste.opet:~ urg~nt .• J: pennanent: B$L~.S,.··.· as
There' wete,~~,¢pJe\\reruriass()9~t,e,~;}1\ti()ns;ancl;T()1n .$tark, who is engaged pl~ned, is still over ayear·a,W<}Y·\··\ :
II),erriQ~rsorJhE!:.·p.ub~ic. 'at<thetH,t¢e:~>,q(pol1utibri prev¢p.tidn, qtias:htid fears
Peggy Prince of Peace Act~ori'New .
hour sessi{)natyb¢to~A1~o5Jnri.~.·"':·~i:t;r~wa~t~~. ft6rria-.riew 13SL,$ woUld' . Mexico,. which has been coordirtating:
··:tfiill:tt:;titi(:ii#~t1ose4a::g;ehl~bt~~~f,>·::~h4apgerth~county's~hility to tr~s~; oppbS~tion to the biolab, sought assuror' eveIl:a~lg.i.1Wc~i1t.\.V~~eS,S:t~h;~t>:,feji4eiryia~~eto,theCMapellUositeirt .ap.cesfrom project manag~rBob Rush.
By ROGER SNODGRASS
... n1er~ted~'f~~~:r*i,'~~~~S:tig,~~~Bnr~t£~~S·;.,:;~~:t~f~t9d~tY.tI~h's.~~;~.ey",oti1d' .thafanother public mee~g woUld.be
iamonitor@iamonitor.com.
", .not,f.pr. . ;4fl
....!f. :b()~.y.;::.,~.l~.~:.tO.:. •. :.;.~}l?w
. . '.;rt1~.;~.t•. ,B~~.,.'· }l~.x:l1~.·'.Clr.~Ou~.:.'W.a.ste.. ~.f!C~~~.~~ ,?:y?g()ll?eld,and that the deadlme for. com..Monitor Assistant Editor
.. tllflll ;tl\l.~ proP()l1.~?~~''o/l~~.;:,Cl~~~f,; . .r~~!::¥q~d qr':m tp:du~tr,lal; ~lt~ ~Ili'9.~arJ:~ ... me~t woul? be ?elayedd~~ tq· ~ade. .
. . weeks;JostUdYB,·;<:om,pJex\;t~(t:,: l,.G?4':::qp;o, depeu(iIng. on .what :SantaFequCite public notice and· the lfiabilityof
OffiCials with a vested interest in a docum~'ri.t com1?i1ed'I)yexpeits-~Jr:#~~j~'po~i.Irity decicl~s ..• ·.',' •.... '. '.:... • " ... ,' "p\lblic advocacy groups to 6btctin pubnew biological safetylab()~~tory kept. Jast siXnionthS!:'w9~d~l>~.:c~itiC;s:SoijJ4': .RO'ss Garci~,i'it?-~ projec,t,tPanagedor"lic' docurnents on health .and safety ,
.'
disciplined control of the .flow of irifor: onJ,Y ffrcl~ tlie ei~t tableshi:ilie~oOl)i':~9il'strllcting ~1:l~;B:~F3 saili' the. pro7:,issues at the current facility.
mation at an informal discilssiono.n chat,tip.g)ip,.an:el,t1s:iy--edefectth,atWgl;lf'Ji(jsal fbrate.tnpotaryaltf)qrativetb the.,"There should be 'anotherpublic"
Tuesday, significantly outnumbe.tiIig. be usedil;grunst th¢ plan. :' .:.. ;,./ .' ::p~Jm:ape:i:lChuilcliIig.was a<;ldedafter meetmg," she said, "with a'panelat the
watchdogs. '.,
.•. . .'. ..~
'So~,e cpn~erns were"~s~~te~·."~~$~Pt.~{ip~ight:bf.increased seturftyfrOIi!With experts to answe.rquesThe conventIOnal one~orr-one dla- rather· easilY. . '
.'
" ' , ' , . '. : ,needs and simply allowed for a shorter ". ' . . . . .
.
logue was more like two~on-oIJ,e iniso~. >Ray,Hhlm,~l1oliarrd1~'~1,.os'Al~()s\;#efr~elf~MiQnal.needs,giewinore Ple~e.seeBIOLAB, 12 '
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BIOLAB Interest groups questi~nsiet¥(iP~~r
From P08e 1
,tions."

W' ' , , '

"

in the pasC He also promised result ofpoteiIti;lr~ipQ~J~¢; . 'Spe~kiIlg6:~foretheSenate :
to see that the notices for the: biosdence 'researcpeJs)Witl1.iil Appqpri~tfon$ GQmmit~ee in J.

;:~~~u~Ei~: :;jr:~rEE~:::;~~1~~;ir~;;i:~~rli'~~~1~~~~~~'
now unaffiliated, said she was t1.P to replace and upgrade Idly· evolVlflgcn.~ld,of }jiS,\?;: ,.1scp~rg~d WIth respqnSIPliI'ty

·~~~s:~~t:t~tti~~:,o~~O~!f~~ ~~~:~r~~n~B~~r.~,tyw~~~ .sci~%~~:~~~~~~h~i~t~f;,:',;WJ~!JP~l~~!~td(~!i~~tlY~~;•.

Committee, but that there had would
enable' local . forfuiseaseGohtr()lintlielii~t;~ale· forexpandedbiosciepce ;
been no public notices on researchers to investIgate live de:Cade; a,numb.~roHll!.'rge;j·~ capap.il1ti~s.
'. '. '. ' j ;
when the meetings were to be samples of restricted infec- CQ.Iilpl~x outbt~alcSot~frierir.:.' . '''the;NNSi\is 'providiilg'the .'
. held.
tious vh:uses, rather than ing diseases hav~bee.n identi-;und~rpiririingbiol(jgkal infor- '
The Biosafety Committe.e is ' process the lifeless chemicalfied in the Unit,~d'~tate$,quite' .mation nece$sary for b~ologi
held up by offici~s in the lab's components
.of
those ,apart· from fears ab~\Iqertor~ '. cal, detection that W();tl;~9 sup,. Bioscience Division as one of . microbes, as they do now.
ists.
.:'.....
port analyses for·attnbution
the principal bulwarks of pubThe process for building the
In Milwaukee in 1992, arid event const{Uctioll purlic as~surance that activities in new laboratory requires. an 400,000 ~sesofawat~rborne.·· poses;a'rid would aid 'other
the curi:ent and future facility environmental assessment in parasite, ~·ctYpt6sp'p~.!d,i,(js'iS. ,agenCie'$inthe development of i
will maintain high standards ,of order to make a preliminal'Y. C<U.1l~J~tlight;NewMeXi¢,o:Wit~, .medical :a.n.dpublic 'health;
safety and operate above the decision on whether mor:e rie$~The'outbreak~f;severeicoiintermeasutes.~
board in matters of ethical or rigorous and·time-consuImng uOe*Pl~ineq a~te h~spiratory . Gordon a.sked for funds for.
political concern.
analysis, an environmental di~ease now.kri9wri!J~ Han~developing chemical and bio- "
"The lack of notice on the impact statement, is advisable. tavirus pulmona;ry sYlidromelogical detectors that. could ;
meetings is not sinister at all," If there" are insufficient in 1~93;ASalm(>nena:btitbreak monitor situations during
she said: ."It's probably just a grounds, the project can pro~ ca:used by 'containiriaJed ~cecri$es, for modeling~ndsimu~ . :
matter of people ramping up ceed.
.
cream affeCted 250,00{) people lationab.ujti~~forrapidpredic
to speed on this higher profile
In a sense, a BSL-3 is not a hi 1994.
" , ",;tiO'p Tn order!!!) guide,p;:eparathatthey have now."
. unique facilitY, since there are
Throughout the world dnig::: ',ti6ri and response activities,
Nevertheless, she cautioned some 250 of them already resIstant organisrn,s' have"and for techniques todecona:gainst the menace of "skull- throughout the country,cau~ed' pll!g~~ ,epi<ieJl1i~~ in taminate dvilianare~'uQ~er
duggery," if not now. then in including two in Albuquerque. India; Ebo~a1,j¢ ". "" mBiie.yer:a,ttacJ(. ·',>c.~,t,: '
"six, seven, 10 years down the They are simply highly con- in Centt~'
·r',aS~ia.:Il,'
The <;IeaP.l~ne foqh~~fYJ?es.,
road." She didn't want to see 11 trolled and sanitized work- . ipfh.ienia in; 'Q~ .g{';HeiV:b~advan~ed technologies '!S
day when objectionable activi- rooms that are maintained likedra virus inf~tion in Austl\ali~; 'Yeste.rdaY;but the likelihood
ties like designing some piece. surgical operatingsuites.ln:sti"' ~nd Nlpah: virus' lrifect(ortthat ihey wIll be necessaryln
of an offensive biological tutions of higher learning feceqt1yin Malaysia anclSinga~ the future has grown,4ramati- .
.
pore.
.,,':< ::'~"J '( \.k 'cally.
.
.
weapon might slip in behind operate many of them.
the national security apparatus
"Universities operate in a .
'; ., ',. ,
witho!lt external accountabili- different environment thanw~
ty.
.
do," said Judy Wilson, the safe"It ~s.na'iveto think their ty officer of the current BSL-2
motives will always· be lily- facility at LANL. "They don't
pure," she said.
have to tell the public what
Rush said ,that the Biosafety they are doing. n.
.
Committee
was
legally
Even before the tragic events
required for work funded by of Sept. 11, and the ensuing
DOE, but that he would go fur~ reign of biological terror that
ther to include defense anq. has prompted testing of about
public health work as well. 'M 300 postal and other facilities
work will go through this com- Jor anthrax spores and resultmittee."
ed in approximately .32,000.
He said he wanted "a better people having been placed on
level of public confidence than antibacterial regimes as a

a

DOE weighs

earlyWIPP
shipments
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

i I ~ is;''O \

. LOS ALAMOS - The Department of Energy, prompted by ew
concerns about terrorism and wIldfires ·is considering faster ways of.
. moving some shipments of plutoni,~;
um-contaminated waste from Los, .
Alamos National Laboratory to the
federal goveniment's underground','
dump near CarlSbad.'
. , .....
James Orbin, di,rector of the was~e:;:
management division for the DOE ill' .
Albuquerque, s,aid the agencyhopes .. i
to expedite shipment of the most un~·· ",
stable waste, which could be the most
susceptible to a terrorist attack or a
catastrophic wildfire.
. The DOE estimates the lab curtent- ,
lystores ehOugh radioactive waste to
fill 45,000 to 50,000 barrels.
.
.'
Orbin said much·of the waste is .
fairly stable, such as contaminated
toolboxes or radioactive materials that
have been solidified in concrete. But,
he said about 2,000 barrels contain
loose debris andpluiomum that could,
be spread by fire.
'.
.
"If an airplane were to ,crash into
h~re, it's more dispersible," he said..
"Right now, what we are saying is if .
we could juSt deal with2,000 drums, ,
itwouldmake a big difference.",
Orbin sees it as a simple risk as- .
sessment, with relatively few barrels .
posing the largest risk. At the same
time, he said, the DOE's goal should '"
be to transport all the waste to the ~';
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant east of
Carlsbad sooner than later.
Activist groups ate skeptical.
"WIPP was opened on the proviso
that certain strict transportation requirements would be met," s~idGreg
Mello, head of the Los Alamos Study
Group in Santa Fe. "I appreciate the .
. candor with which the DOE is putting
forth thi's proposal, but it does represent quite a reverSal from the position
\' that was used to open the site."

r:

Mello believes the proposal boils
down to weakening environmental
and safety standards to save money~
He also believes the 2,000 barrels can
be dealt with s-a,fely on site without
compromising cUrrent stan¥ds. .' •
"There is more to this problem,"
Mello said. "The optiop. of safe storage of waste, notjustfor this waSte, ;
but for the other 95 percent of the :
waste, oughtto be looked at on site.'" ':
Under the current scheqple, it:
woulq take 16 years tofullsh sbipping.'
waste from'Los Alamos to,WIPP;:~\;
Orbin said DOE officials'said the initial budget proposed for next year
could extend that timetable by'I5
years..
....' •
However, Orbinsaid that's not de-,;
sirable in the wake of the Sept 11 ter- ,;.
rorist attacks.
.
• In addition, the Cerro GranddiJ:e
that roared through parts of the lab .'.
and the community of Los Alamos
May 2000 alerted the DOE to the
danger fires pose to thelab'swaste'
managenientfacility, he said.
'.
Several alternatives have been sug~
gested to speed up shipments, including road closures 'during shipmen;ts (
from Los Alamos to MPP. Other;.;
more technical altel11ativeswould :
. change the way waste is handled..•. "
Any changes must be approved by
state and federal agencies.. . ' .
drbin cited cost asa factor. Current . '
transportation regulations require
much of the waste to be diluted before
shipment..·
.'
Orbin estimated that price tag at
more than $100 million.
He said, however, much of the expense is driven by a: relatively small
number of barrels. By closing roads
and.transporting barrels without diluting waste and taking other safeguards, the DOE could, eliminate
more than half the shipments, Orbin
said.
"We've got to figure out some better way, and maybe that way is not
just throwing more mone'1at it," he
said. .
".

m ."
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Energy Department Listens to Concerns
LOS ALAMOS To a passerby, the conversation overheard in the Peace Pipe Room of the Los Alamos
Inn on Wednesday night must have sounded bizarre:
"How do we know the trash is sterilized?"
"How do we know you won't be advancing biological weapons?"
"What if both radiation and deadly microbes escape?"
Plans announced last spring by Los Alamos National Laboratory to build a special kind of biological
lab one designed to let scientists safely study more infectious, dangerous pathogens than currently
allowed have stirred fears among many critics and watchdogs in northern New Mexico.
The Energy Department hosted the public meeting to take comments on the agency's recently
released environmental assessment of the lab, a study that must be completed before any decision on
the research lab can be made.
The concerns were many, though they centered on two themes: safety and the wisdom of conducting
biological research at a lab best known for developing weapons of mass destruction.
The scientists and agency representatives were not silent, either, saying the research lab they want to
build would be just as safe and they would conduct research with the same professional and
government oversight as the hundreds of similar labs throughout the country.
"There's no detectors for the stuff coming out," said Joni Arends of Concerned Citizens for Nuclear
Safety.
Arends was also concerned about pathogens and plutonium being housed in one place. A
well-planned terrorist attack could free all of it, she said, and according to a Military Medical Operations
Office handbook that Arends referred to, radiation would make people even more susceptible to the
disease-causing microbes released.
Other critics, such as the Los Alamos Study Group and Peace Action New Mexico, questioned how
the public could be assured no offensive biological weapons research would go on at the proposed lab.
According to Julie Wilson, operations safety officer at the lab's Biosciences Division, the new
research lab will be governed by the same committee that has overseen biological research at Los
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Alamos lab for 20 years.
That committee made up of lab scientists, local doctors and members of the public, among others
sanctions every project scientists propose and would not approve a project that violates international
law, such as offensive biological weapons work, Wilson said.
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Faster Nuke Waste Shipments Proposed
The Associated Press

Terrorism, Wildfire Concerns Raised
LOS ALAMOS The Department of Energy, prompted by new concerns over terrorism or wildfires, is
considering faster ways of moving some shipments of plutonium-contaminated waste from Los Alamos
National Laboratory to the federal government's underground dump near Carlsbad.
James Orbin, director of the waste management division for the DOE in Albuquerque, said the agency
hopes to expedite shipment of the most unstable waste, which could be the most susceptible to a terrorist
attack or a catastrophic wildfire.
The DOE estimates that the lab stores enough radioactive waste to fill 45,000 to 50,000 barrels.
Orbin said much of the waste is fairly stable, such as contaminated toolboxes or radioactive materials that
have been solidified in concrete. But he said about 2,000 barrels contain loose debris and plutonium that
could be spread by fire.
"If an airplane were to crash into here, it's more dispersible," he said. "Right now, what we are saying is if
we could just deal with 2,000 drums, it would make a big difference."
Orbin sees it as a simple risk assessment, with relatively few barrels posing the largest risk. At the same
time, he said, the DOE's goal should be to transport all the waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant east of
Carlsbad sooner than later.
Activist groups are skeptical.
"WIPP was opened on the proviso that certain strict transportation requirements would be met," said Greg
Mello, head of the Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe. "I appreciate the candor with which the DOE is
putting forth this proposal, but it does represent quite a reversal from the position that was used to open the
site."
Mello believes the proposal boils down to weakening environmental and safety standards to save money.
He also believes the 2,000 barrels can be dealt with safely on site without compromising current standards.
"There is more to this problem," Mello said. "The option of safe storage of waste, not just for this waste,
but for the other 95 percent of the waste, ought to be looked at on site."
Under the current schedule, it would take 16 years to finish shipping waste from Los Alamos to WIPP,
Orbin said DOE officials said the initial budaet orooosed for next year could extend that timetable by 15
years.
However, Orbin said that's not desirable in the wake of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. In addition, the Cerro
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Grande fire that roared through parts of the lab and the community of Los Alamos in May 2000 alerted the
DOE to the danger fires pose to the lab's waste management facility, he said.
Several alternatives have been suggested to speed up shipments, including road closures during
shipments from Los Alamos to WIPP. Other, more technical alternatives would change the way waste is
handled.
Any changes must be approved by state and federal agencies.
Orbin cited cost as a factor. Current transportation regulations require much of the waste to be diluted
before shipment. Orbin estimated that price tag at more than $100 million.
He said, however, much of the expense is driven by a relatively small number of barrels. By closing roads
and transporting barrels without diluting waste and taking other safeguards, the DOE could eliminate more
than half the shipments, Orbin said.
"We've got to figure out some better way, and maybe that way is not just throwing more money at it," he
said.
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LANL plan for anthrax lab makes neighbors nervous
The Associated Press

the live pathogen," Trewhella
said.
Critics, however, worry
about safety.
"It's the public that could
be placed in jeopardy if anything went wrong at this bio-,
lab," said Peggy Prince of
Santa Fe-based Peace Action
New Mexico.
They're also concerned
about putting a bioweaponsresearch lab at a secretive.
nUclear-weapons facility 'sequestered, they say, from
public scrutiny.
And. they fear that what
would start out as defensive
work could someday be
turned into an offensive program, with the lab a logical
place to "weaponize" germs.
"I believe that if this laboratory is built, it will be
inevitable that the United
States will create offensive Susana Delano, a molecular biologist, and graduate research assistant at Los Alamos National
biological weapons," said Laboratory, uses' a pipette to load a sample of anthrax DNA into a gel~lectrophoresls tray. The
, Gr.egMello,_.dire.ctm:,J)L:Jhe lab wants to build a research facility where scientists would work with live Infectious agents.

LOS ALAMOS - Northern
New Mexicans are used to
having plutonium in their
, back yard: Their neighbor on
"The Hill" is a nuclear·
weapons lab.
,But now the prospect of
having live anthrax and other
deadly germs at Los Alamos
, NationalLaboratory is giving
,some residents the creeps.
The lab wants to build a
research facility where scientists would work. with live
,infectious agents such as
plague, anthrax and tuberculosis.
The new, more secure unit
- called biosafetyLevel 3, or
BSL-3, - would be the only
>such lab in the Department of
:£nergy's complex and could
:give Los Alamos a bigger role
.'in the nation's burgeoning
• fight against bioterrorism.
:. The lab's Bioscience Divi- "Yl'ltcM2g:r-.Qs_Al!lIl);Q_~~!~~X
: ·sion already has done· some Qr:2]!ll" "The technological gists in gowns, gloves and
booties would work with
:aetective work for the' gOV" pressures will be immense."
Opponents aired their con- amounts of pathogens typical-;ernment on the recent
attacks,' using cerns to a group of DOE and ly the size of the lead visible iri
: :anthrax
'sophisticated DNA-detection lab employees who gathered in a sharpened pencil, they said.
"I know these people. I
the conference room of a Los
technologies.
, But scientists are restrict- Alamos motel this week for an trust these people to protect
.ed to working with less-dan- informal question-and-answer me and protect themselves,"
said Jim Brainard, deputy
,gerous vaccine or research session with the public.
The officials noted that division leader of the Bio. strains, rather than live
BSL-3 labs - typically found science 'Division, as he
, anthrax.
And division leader Jill ·at universities, hospitals or looked around the room at his
Trewhella complains that pharmaceutical research cen- colleagues.
The three proposed locahaving to rely on other labs ters - are designed and engifor their samples is slow and neered for safety, according tions for the new lab - the site
isn't determined - are in
inefficient and heightens the to federal standards.
A special air-handling sys- areas of Los Alamos National
chances for contamination.
_';., "'We need to be able to , tern would keep air flowing in , Laboratory accessible to the
:. :w-ork with small amounts of and filter it as it left. Biolo- public, "so people can, come

and visit, and take the message Alamos operations for more
out that it's really defensive, than 20 years.
Chris Mechels, a retired
not offensive," Brainard said.
In informal discussions at computer scientist ,who
small, round tables, lab work- worked for Los Alamos for 11
ers were peppered with ques- years, said the biological
tions: Why here? Why now? ,research shouldn't be done
At what cost? What control within DOE "because they
do you, the scientists, have don't have an adequate conover the type of work? What cern for worker safety or the
safety of the public." A
are the health implications?
"The 'record is replete with recent report by the Departhiding the health effects of ment of Energy proposes, a
our nuclear-weapons pro- $3.5 million, 3,000-squaregram on our. military, our foot permanent building that
civilians, our :WQrkers," s.aid would house three labs - two
Cathie Sulliv~Pd'l S<:mta Fe sm,all BSL-3 labs on either
silkscreen pril'lter whp has side of a lower-level, BSL-2
been keeping an eye on Los 'lab - ~s well as office space.

As alternatives, prefabri-.
cated structures could be considered, either as a perma~
nent lab or for temporary use'
while a permanent lab was
being built, the report said.
Officials say they hope to
have the new lab up and running by spring 2003.
Opponents say the Depart-,
ment of Energy is moving too
quickly on the,proposal. By the
end of this year, a DOE review
team
could
recommend:
whether to proceed with it.
"We need to have the capability within the department
to culture -bacteria, so we can extract enough DNA from·
the samples to do the kinds of:
tests we need to do," said
Elizabeth Withers, a DOE:
employee in charge of making sure that the lab project
gets, sufficient environmental scrutiny.
'
A report from the DOE
Office of Inspector General in
February
criticized
the,
agency's work with biological
agents for not being organized
or coordinated well enough.
The DOE's Albuquerque
office, it said, was unaware'of
the anthraxexperi!.#.~nts:
under way at Los Alam'o's:, '
. Trewhella, however,'n'6(ed
that the report also found
that there had been no harm
to the safety and health of
DOE employees or contra:ctors, or to the public. Communications were imp'roved
as a result of the report, she
said.
"It's something that just
made our work better," she
said.

DOE.···denies. ·extensi6nN"tequ~stNS3.
Comment period.
for proposed lab
ended Monday
~.

By JEFF TOLLEFSON.
The New Mexican

The' U.S. Departmerit of
Energy denied requests from
advoc?cy groups and U.S.
Sen. Jeff Bil),gaman to extend
the comment period on a plan
to construct a facility that
would boost research oti
infectious agents· such as
anthrax at Los Alamos·
National Laboratory.,
The comment per'iodofficially closed on Mond~.y. In a
proposal that predates recent
anthrax scares, the laboratory warits to build a "biosafety.
level 3 facility" to expand on

current
research
into
anthrax and 0ther microorganisms that could be used as
weapons. Some 250 such
facilities exisi: around the
natiOn,the DOE says.
Bingaman, D-N.M.,cr'iticized DOE's deCision not to
extend. the comment period.
In a letter to the Los Alamos
office of the DOE,Bingaman
objected b~cause the DOE;
. made its decision before
receiving his letter. on Friday
- three days before official
period 'was to end. AU of the
relevant information that
could affect such decision
was not'even considered, he
wrote.
.
"It has become clear to me
that the community would
like to put forth. adqitional
comments to. ehh~tJ,~e the
environmental " assessment
and the projeCt as a whole,"
Bingaman wrote. "I hope

a

that, despite your decision,
. you will continue to accept
public comment' in all its
forms arid take those commerits idto consideration as
this project continues to
mov.e forward."
DOE officials could not be
'reached Monday for comment.
Peace Action New Mexico.
announced that it would "vig- '
. orously appeal" the deCision.
The Santa Fe-based, group
praised.. similar efforts by
Bingaman and V,S. Rep. Tom
V dan; D~SantaFe~
.
"Things are really kind of
. hot right now, and I think
we're going. to be able to
appeal for a longer extension
period;" sai~lPeace Action
Director Peggy Prince.
. . . '';rheorganizatioll says it
Msgarnered'more than 700.
signatures on a petition asking that the DOE extend the
comment periOd and conduct

a more-detailed Environmental Impact Statement.
DOE plans to ma,ke a decision· on the environmental
asses.smen!. in December. A
finding .of 'no. significant
imp(!'ct' would I allow the
agency to move forward and
build the laboratory;' otherwisethe DOE must conduct a
more detailed analysis.
Peace Action and the Santa
Fe-based Los Alamos. Study
Group milintain that the project is ·too complex to move
forward after only a 21-day
'comment period. The groups
question the safety· of the'
facility and tne propriety of
conducting i'esearch at a
weapons laboratory on. biological agents ....
DOE maintains that the
expal1ded research, like. that
currently under way, could
be used only for defense purposes.

Anthrax
··Shipl1lents

•·rargeted
__ ' ~ '.'LANLDoesn't WantTo
e

"Take Live.Spofe Samples'
, Journal Staff Report' ,
I j / z. z../ D I '
Samplesofanthrrue labeled ''vlrul~rtt'' and shipped to
Los Alainos National Laboratory,' were sent properly'
and according to federal rules; a lab spokeslUan said
Wednesda)".
"
Butthe lab woUld prefer'not to receive such samples, '
which Can contain live anthrax sPQres, and is revieWing
:jnternal ptocedures to tty and prevent such shipments
ill the future, lab spokesman JO,hn Gustafson s~d
, :.Wednesday.' .
"
"

I

The sample!; were sent from Northern, ArizonaUni-'
.versity', one of the lab's partners in anthraX research,'on
, Oct. 26. Gustafson said the materials were properly
packaged and were handled properly by the lab when
they arrived.
" In a Written'statement issued Wednesday, a Northern
Ar~ona University, spokesman said the Keirn Genetics
, Lab at ~he university 'has petmit froin the Centers for
Diseas~ Control to handle live anthrax:.
,
.

a

"We comply with all federal regulations concerning
handling Qfanthrax/' the spokesman said.
Gustafson said the lab routinely receives non~viru- ,
, lent shipments of DNA extralited from anthrax samples
from theuDiversity.Bilt'. becihiSe'fhete is alway:sa
, chance that live, material could have slipped through .
the extraction process, the lab sterilizes both the pack- "
aging and samples and then cUltures them to double-,
check that there is no live material left before proceeding with research, Gustafson said,. .
!
"When this one was received and was labeled virulent, we followed those procedUres, too," Gustafson,
said. "The lab assumes that in every sample,' there is
some statistical chance that there is some live material.
So we sterilize it on receipt. That's OUl; safety step that
/,

See LANL on PAGE 2

t{\.~. Ta~getsShi:pmentofLive Allthrax8p()reS
'"

','

.. '.,' ....: ' .

.

,i(i/1tPAGE·1.,. .
. .. .
.. ," . .. '. . ' ... ' "
we ve added tothe:process.·
/ LANL announced Tuesday that
the lab and the National'Security.
Administration are reviewiIig their
shipping procedures .after receiving the virulent sample.
.
.
Gust~fson scrld CDC regulatio~s
.usually require institutions receiving virulent samples to register
with tbat agency. But according to
~nformation the tab ha.s r.eceived
from the CDC recently, irts~itutions
are exempt from the registration
requireJ:p.ent when public health
and safety concerns are an issue.
. ' The 'Virulent samples' were
.~hipped by overnight mail with .a

"'.

'.

. '

.

'"

"

l'rivate;~Qmmerdal carrier, biosafetylevelof3todevelopfaster
Gustafson said.
responses to potential biological
. ..' . .' ".
. .
..'.
attacks."
"All Department of 'l'ran,sporta~
'. .
tion r~gulati6ns fQr I'hippin~ ~s
: The LOs. Alamos Stu?y ~roup, a
matex:w w,ere fQllowed, .and similar . LANL watchdog ~rg~ati?l'1; does,
stuff IS shipPed ~~ ~edical ce~ter~ .not support LANI.;s ~pp~cation for a
and r~search facilIties all the tUne,. :J:3SL-3 lab because It wi1;l b.e redundant of hundreds of slIDilar labs
he SaId. .
across America and a waste of fedBoth Northern Arizona Universi- eral funds, director Greg Mello said
ty and· .the laboratory's' anthrax Wednesday.
.'
research'facili!ies have a biosafety
level·of 2 and are equipped to~ . A secondary concern is health and
dleevenvirulent anthrax safely, . safety issues related to thehandliilg
Gustafson said. :Sutthe lab has Of anthrax .and other hazardous
decided independently not to hahdle organisms because of LANIJs poor
such. materials in its current facili- safety record, Mello said.
ties, he said.
,.
.
.
. "We haven't even.gotten this f!icil~
'. The lab is. proposing to build. a ity built and there is already a
new -research facility with a . glitch," Mello said about the recent

"\

shipment of virulent . anthrax to
LANL. "We don't understand why
we ,need to multiply the number. of
facilities I>laying with anthraX."
.
".
. Melloandothers also have objected to a BSL-3lab at LANLbecause it
would not be: subject to' foreign
inspections and might raise questions about whether the United
States ·was pursuing a biological
weapons program in violation of the
international Biological Weapons
Convention.
'Gustafson s<rld the suggestion
that th~lab might work on biological weapons was "offensive." .
''We work pn defensive capabili. ties only. Period," he said.
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This is a place where the mundane and the unthinkable are hopelessly tangled, where scientists who get $10
haircuts at lunchtime design devastating weapons in the afternoon, and men spending retirement in the
craggy mountains remember working on the Manhattan Project.
Los Alamos National Laboratory, birthplace of the atomic bomb, still gives some around here the creeps.
But in a twist brought about by the specter of terrorism, many workers in the mysterious, low-slung buildings
and metal trailers are working overtime trying to save the world from weapons of mass destruction. And the
nuclear age that Los Alamos helped usher in nearly 60 years ago occasionally comes back to haunt
employees such as TelTY Hawkins, whose job sometimes requires him to imagine what alleged terror
mastermind Osama bin Laden might do next.
"We sit around and think of these very bad things, and we dare not tell anybody," said Hawkins, director of
the Non-proliferation and International Security division at the lab.
"It's quite a burden to live in that world."
New relevance, urgency
What happened Sept. 11 has altered the tenor and rhythm of days at Los Alamos, reinvigorating a symbol
from history books that many Americans might have ceased to consider or might think of only as that
ominous place where scientists dream up dark technology. Even veteran scientists, engineers and technicians
at Los Alamos say they feel rejuvenated by the stepped-up relevance and urgency of their jobs, a feeling
recently fueled by bin Laden's claim to have devastating weapons of his own.
"We know our mission now has a renewed sense of urgency," said Gil Garduno, 30, a nUclear-weapons
engineer who wears jeans and hiking boots to work. "It brings it back to life how important it is."
Hawkins said, "I think all our people generally understand that we're in a race against the bad guys."
In addition to Hawkins' division, where hundreds of employees work to detect, deter and defuse everything
from nuclear to cyberterrorism, Los Alamos houses the world's most comprehensive anthrax database--one
that has 1,200 strains, according to Peter Lyons, science adviser for Sen. Pete Domenici (R-N.M.).
The lab also has computers that can simulate and predict the effects of a telTorist attack on the nation's
infrastructure. The program stands to get an extra $20 million from the new anti-telTorism act.
While none of these programs is new--the labs have long been involved in more than nuclear research,
building databases on everything from AIDS to the flu--many have been accelerated, emphasized or
redirected since Sept. 11.
The lab wants to build a research unit where scientists would work with live infectious agents such as
plague, anthrax and tuberculosis, a proposal that has been received less than enthusiastically by those who
think it is enough to have plutonium in their back yard.

The new, more secure unit would be the only such lab in the Department of Energy's complex and could
give Los Alamos an even bigger role in the nation's burgeoning fight against bioterrorism.
"Maybe with all this there will be more money flowing into Los Alamos," said Ernest Lujan, whose
barbershop Los Alamos employees flood at lunchtime.
So far the benefit to Los Alamos has been an increase in morale. Workers throughout the lab have come to
view old jobs in a new light and to attack them with new energy.
'They really buckle down'
Hawkins works with U.S. intelligence to develop, redirect and expedite technology that might help save
lives. Since Sept. 11 he often is at the lab from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., and then takes work home that he must keep
secret even from his wife. He often works weekends.
"People in this division are working longer hours under higher pressure," said Juan Baldonado, a veteran
mechanical teclmician in space sciences, which among other things has developed surveillance satellites.
"People who work at the lab really like their jobs, and when there's a real need for something like this, they
really buckle down.
"It's about like the military: Hey, we have a real purpose now."
The emerging image of Los Alamos as a valuable asset in the war on terrorism has failed to impress
detractors, who hold the lab in contempt because of how much federal money it gets and what it is perceived
to represent.
"I would say the people here are quite a bit less swept up in the vicissitudes of the moment than you might
expect," said Greg Mello, head ofthe Los Alamos Study Group and a frequent critic of the lab.
"I think there is a little more acceptance of things military probably right now," he said. "But there's really
quite a bit of skepticism about the political uses of Sept. 11. And there's a lot less to the lab's touted
accomplishments than meets the eye. It's been hard to recruit good people to make weapons of mass
destruction for a long time. "
The uneasy relationship northern New Mexicans have with the lab began in the early 1940s, when a topsecret collaboration of some of science's brightest minds led to the development of the atomic bombs
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan, in 1945 and gave birth to the town of Los Alamos.
Even today Los Alamos is home to one of the highest concentrations ofPhDs on the planet, scientists who
not only developed atomic weaponry but also have in recent years pioneered research into AIDS, genetics
and other fields. The complex covers some 43 square miles and employs roughly 7,000 researchers and
support personnel.
The city itself has a population of about 11,000 people, most of whom work for the national laboratory or
for businesses that directly support the facility.
On the outskirts, in a house with a breathtaking view of the Rio Grande cutting through a mountain canyon,
lives 81-year-old vintner John Balagna, a retired chemist who worked on the Manhattan Project and who
now makes a wine he labels "La Bomba."

"We had a lot of smart people here during World War II," Balagna said. "In two years we went from
nothing to nuclear weapons. But there weren't any secrets; it was just fact. Anyone with scientific knowledge
and smarts was going to figure it out eventually."
Familiar feeling
Betty Lou Stein, 76, remembers the fear of moving to Los Alamos in 1948, when her husband joined the
lab's security team. "My mother was frantic," she said. "She told me, 'My God, you're living on top of a time
bomb.'"
Almost 60 years later, Stein is ill at ease once again over living in Los Alamos.
"We're upset because of what happened Sept. 11," she said. "We don't know that Los Alamos won't be a
target. The day the attack happened, I said to my husband, 'Oh my God, are we going to get it?'"
At Ernie's Barber Shop, the mood has mellowed since the attacks, and the Los Alamos employees who keep
the chairs warm at lunchtime are taking the threat of terrorism in stride.
"I'm noticing more of a presence of guards at in the lab, but I don't think anybody is really fearful that Los
Alamos will be a target," Garduno said, taking a mirror from Lujan to check his haircut.
"Looks good, thanks," Garduno told the barber.
Then he headed back to work at the lab.
Author: Robert L. Kaiser, Tribune staff writer.
Section: News
Page: 4
Copyright 2001, Chicago Tribune
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Anti-Terror Work Revitalizes· Lab
Sept. 11 Affecting
Rhythm at LANL
By ROBERT L. KAISER
Chicago. Tribune

LOS ALAMOS - This is a place
where the mundane and the
unthinkable are hopelessly tangled,
where scientists who get $10 haircuts at lunchtime design devastating. weapons in the afternoon, and
men spending retirement in the
craggy mountains remember working on the Manhattan Project.
·Los Alamos National Laboratory,
birthplace of the atomic bomb, still
gives some around here the creeps.
KRT PHOTO SERVICE
But in a twist brought about by the
specter of terrorism, many workers WORKING LONGER HOURS: Juan Baldonado, a veteran mechanical
in the mysterious, low-slung build- technician in· space· sciences at Los Alaipos National Laboratory, says
. ings and metal trailers are working scientists, engineers and techl)icians feel rejuvenated by the stepped-up
overtime trying to save the world relevance and urgency of their jobs following !the Sept. II terrorist
from weapons of n1ass destruction. attacks on the country.
And the nuclear age Los Alamos
helped usher in nearly 60 years ago only as· that ominous place "on the hundreds :of employees work to
ocCasionally comes back to .haunt .hill" where scientists dream up detect, deter and defuse evefything
employees such as Terry Hawkins,' dark technology. 'Even veteran sci- from nuclear weapons to cyberterwhose job sometimes requires him entists, engineers and technj.cians rorism, Los Alamos houses the
to imagine what Osamabin Laden here say they feel rejuvenated by world's
most
comprehensive
might do next. .
the .stepped-up relevance and anthrax database - one that has
"We sit around and think· of these urgency of their jobs, a feeling that 1,200 strains, according· to Peter
very bad things, and we dare not .recently has been fueled by bin Lyons, science adviser for Sen ..Pete
tell anybody," said Hawkins, the Laden's Claim to have devastating Domenid, R-N.M.
director of the Nonproliferation weapons of his own.
The lab also has computers that
. and International Security division
"We know our mission now. has a can simulate and predict the effects
renewed sense of urgency," s1rld Gil of a terrorist attack On the nation's
at Los Alamos.
"It's quite a burden to live in that .' (}arduiio, 30, a nUclear-weapons infrastructure. The program stlUlds
world," he said.
engineer who wears jeans and hik- to get an extra $20 million from the
What happened Sept. 11. has' ing boots to work. "It brings it back new anti-terrorism act.
While none of these programs is
altered the ·tehor and rhythm of .to" life how Important ids.'"
days at Los Alamos, reinvigorating
Hawkins said, "1 think all our peo: new' - the labs' have long been
·a symbol from history books' that pIe generally understand that we're involved in more than nuclear
research, building databases on
many Americans !night have in a race against the bad guys." .
ceased to consider or·might think of
Besides Hawkins' division, where everything from AIDS to the flu.-

many have been accelerated,
.emphasized or redirected· since
Sept.H.
And now the lab wants to build a
research facility where scientists
would work .with live infectious
agents 'such .as plague, anthrax and
tuberculosis, a proposal that has
been received less than enthusiastically by those who think it is enough
merely to have plutonium in their
backyard.
The new, more secure unit would
be the only such lab in the Department of Energy's complex and
could give Los Alamos an even bfg~
ger role in the nation's burgeoning
fight against bioterrorism.
So far the benefit to Los Alamos
. luis been an increase in morale.
Workers throughout the lab have
come to view old jobs in a new light
and to attack them with new energy.
"People in this division are working longer hours under higher pres. sure," said Juan R. Baldonado; a
veteran mechanical tecluii.cianin.
space sci~nces, which among other
things has developed surveillance
satellites: "People who work at the
lab really like their jobs, and when
there's a real need for something
like this they really buckle down." .
The emerging image of Los Alam'os as a valuable asset in the war on
terrorism and the defense of American lives has failed to impress its
detractors, who hold the lab in contemptbecause of how much federal
money it. gets and what it is per,
ceived to represent.
"1 would' say the people here are
quite a bit less swept up in the ViCissitudes of the moment than you
might expect," said Greg Mello, the
head of the "Los Alamos Study
Group and a frequent critic of the
lab.
..

W e , the undersigned, extend our deepest sympathy to the victims of the September 11th terrorist attacks. We call on our elected leaders to respond with the utmost wisdom-and restraint-,-{o these aclS. We must bring the guilty to justice, but we cannot kill irUlocent men, women, and children. To do so would betray OUr deepest values.
Such a course of action could very easily draw us into a spiral of violence that would truly destroy our security, undercut our humanity, and damage our democracy far mOre than
could any terrorist act. To lure us into a vengeful response may well have been.a goal of the attackers. We must resist this temptation. No terrorist attack from the outside, however
severe, can destroy America. Only a ·betrayal of our core values could do so. For this reason, we must also be especially careful to protect the constitutional rights of all Americansespecially Arab-Americans, who are now vulnerable to unwarrant~d accusation; discrimination or worse. We need to strengthen civil liberties, not abridge them. If We wish to be a
truly great democrac~, secure from fear, we must have the courage to lead the world in the paths of justice, not those of violence.

This petition for restraint was opened for signature ·on September 13, 200 1. It gathered more tl.an 4;{)OO names bifore it was formally retired a .veek ago. 77.. most raeilt 640 signatories
are listed below. This petiiion expresses a. conce;n felt by many Americans that U.S. military adventures, Whether "succesiful" in the short mn or not, cannot bring security, espedaily if tllCY are
unaciompanied by serious and conceried adion to redress injusticc: As 104 Nobel laureates put it in a statement issued last week, "Thf most prifound danger to "",rid peace in tI.. ·coff!ing years
will stem not Jrom·the irrational ads if states or individuals but Jrom the legitimate demands if U>orld~ dispossessed .... It is time to turn our backs on the IInilateral search for security, in which we
seek shelter behind walls." Violence cannot bring security. Only justice can do so, as these signers attest.
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Interested citizens are invited to accompany Study Group staff
and visiting experts for an informative tQur and roadside
inspection of key sites at LANL.At each laboratorisite we.
visi~ subject-matter experts will speak and answer questions
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* PETER STOCKTON, former senior advisor to Dept. of
Energy Secretary Bill Richardson on the physical security of
the U.S. nuclS'ar weapons complex.

* EDWARD HAMMOND from the Sunshine Projec~ an expert
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Spring 1'I'4-/D
nearLANL tests' for contamination

. '.

I.

.'

.

.

.

A Los Alamos spokesman said water- believe the state of New Mexico has a
By JEFF TOLLEFSON
quality officials would not be available health .standard for perchlorate in the
The New Mexican
for .comment onthe subject until today.
groundwater. Other state officials could
Local activists seized on the informa-not be reached for confirmation, but
Los Alamos National Laboratory tion as evidence that more testing isYanic;ik noted that Texas recently lowfailed to notify the state until Septem- n,eeded and criticized the laboratory for ered its drinking~water-Ievel standard
,her that water samples taken from' a . failing to notify state officials for nearly from 22 to 4 parts per billion.
spring last fall and this February turned a year after initial tests found c9ntamiEither y.ray,he noted, the primary goal
.
at this point is to discover whether the .'
up positive for perchlorate contamina-nation.
tion,according to the New Mexico Enyi. "The· good, news is shared. The bad contaminat~on is there, regardless of a
ronment Department.
news; apparently, is not," said Greg debate over health risks. If the presence
OffiCials with the laboratory, the state' MelJo, who heads up the Los Alamos of perchlorate is confirmed,then the
aqd theU:S. Environmental Protection Stuc.lY Group. Mello said it's a reminder agencies will boost testing to find out
,Agency are now testing water samples that'other bad information "has likewise the exterit·of contamination. "
from a spring near the mouth of Pajari- not heen shared with the state."
The springs that run along the' Rio
to Canyon on the west side of the' Rio
Perchlorate is a chemical used in pro~ . Grande River are generally considered
Grande River. Steve Yimicak, who man- , pellants and other industrial processes. the "last line of verification" regarding
ages the Department of Energy'$ Over- The laboratory' measured perchlorate ,contamination at the laboratory, Yanicak
sight Bureau in White Rock, said he has' levelS around 6 to 8 parts per biliion in said; Acc()rdingto this logic, groundwayet· to see the results from. any of' the 'October 2000 and February of this year" ter from below the laboratory generally
current tests.
'
Yanicak said, 'but testing' for such low moves downhill toward the Rio Grande;
Yanicak said the laboratory and his ,levels is difficult and can produce "false any contamination that is reaching the
agency have an agreement to notify positives.'"
river should show upin the springs.
each other when' contamination is dis'. "We're still in the investigative mode
Yanicak noted that LANL runs'a bat'covered during testing. He said his .right riow," Yanicaksaid, noting the. cur- tery of tests on 'almost 20 wells each
agency was angry the laboratory rent round of tests employs a new and year) NMED conducts its owri tests on a
neglected to follow that agreement.
more accurate method of testing that small number of the same wells to
"We did have meetings with Los Alam- should help confirm if contamination is ensure the tests 'are conducted properly;
os ahout the non-notification,but, we 'present.
.
"With the exception of this per chloe
seemed to have worked it out diplomati- , Federal regulators are studying per- rate, we've never had any whistles and
cally," he said Thursday. "There was chlorate, which has been associated bells go off that we need to go in there
probably some kind of. communication' with thyroid problems,but have not pro- and do a lot of sampling," he said. ,"This
breakdown during that time on thep"art posed a drinking-water standard for the' is the first time we've hadto go in there
of L A N L . " c h e m i c a l . YaniCak said he doesn't and do any verification testing."
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LANl contamination .still In question
'.

\

.

LabOratory Dffjcials. ~no~nced .. f!;om,4 tD.64 parts perbilliDn. Such if cDnfU:tned, be e~tii-eiy new in ~he Piirker added, it is a sign that
'Y
J:.rl,.
OJJ
mtXe
that no. yDntaminatiDn was fD)ll'\d in . :results push thelimit.Df the same. area .. The-.spring$ are -mDr.e-than a: 'grDundwaterJeaving the laboratory'
~atet s~mples taken Dn t~o Dcca- •. pling·tech~Dlogy. No. cDnta,mm~tiDn :inile frDm.th~labDrato:rybDUncj.ary . might nDt.be as clean as preyiDusly
.',
.
slOns,this fall frDm a sprmg near' was fDund.msamples taken further. and. even' farther . from· PDs~lble thDught;
.
perchlora~e t~st$
t~e' mouth of PajlU'ito CanYDn Dn the)lpstream and ac):"oss th,e.river. frDm .sDurc~s. OfPDll~ti6lt. Firsf and fore-.
New. Mexi~D has no health .stail11 ~15-0,l-. .RlO. ,~rande.. '.' ' .. " ';':" '... '. '>'1 .. ' . water wells tha.t sjl!'.,;e .the c~ty Df .' ~os~ lS T~chn~calAreaSO, ~h~re, . dilr.ds fDr perchlorate, arid the EPA
~--'-"'-,..~. ...:-..' . '.. IilltiiU r¢sU1t~ r.eleased by 'the 'U;S;' Santa. Fe, ¥ayer sald. :
liqUld radiDactlve was~..c~l1tall}mg ··hi!§ yet to. seta federal standard.
By JEFF TOLLEFSON
Envlronmenta1 Pr6t'ectiou'Agehcy, . Two samples takenfroIn:adjacent perchlDrate ~asbeen dumped sHlce'Th '. ' h
'c! d . _
The New Mexican'
. meanwhile turned up' positive'-Ior springs during the.1ast.year turned' 1963, accDrding to. the:laboratDry.' " ' : e agency das.prDvfl e an Inter
.'
__'.....
. ' . . . . . ,.. .... . . .
.
'.' .. " . ' . . .'
.
,.'
. n:n'reCDmmen atiDn 0. 4 parts per
.
_
.
. ,'., . perchlqrate c?I).tammat;l.On mmDr.e ,up· 6.6. a.nd . . s.sl'art~ per bil~Dn Df, ,"This i~'Mt anj11l.inin~Iit thr~itt to. 'bii1.iDn, hDwever, citing studies
. ' p.erchlora~e~ a chemlcal. thatls used. puo.1ic, health," said Jolui .l'al'ker".shb.wing· the' ch¢mic;a,l cDuld cause
The water DnlygDt niuddierqn Fi:i~ than one· well m the area.
. day, as feder3.l Dfficia1s\ re~e~sedRich !'1ayer,a.seniD: enviroiune~"' ·.m ci.Che~lstrYb labs ,that handle.. chiefofthe !'few,MeidcD:EnvirDIi-.: thyrDid·prDb1ems. Texas recently
mixed results froQ1 tests fDr,p~rthID,- . talAngmeer fDr .EPA m Dal1as, . sald ra lOactlVe su stance,s..
·mentDepartment's bureau Dyersee" drDpped'lts health standll.rd frDm 22
rate cDntamimltiDn in'springseasrDf. t1:1e' agency's' results.came in':right
The' resUlts. r.ais.ed· .red. fla€fs ing the U :S" Del?artment .,of Ener.' .
'.
.
, .
Los AlamDsNatjonal Laboratory. .
."'~~':the 'd:etectiDn: '~irilit ':"':rallging" bec~';lse,s)lch contaminatiDn would; gy's', projects iilth,e,:stll,te, ~,~~h.er;
'. '. Please seeLANL, page 64 .
10..:
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results in latest round .
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Continued from Page B-1 . .' ~~Dr~ation abDut the 9Dnta-' . Steve Yanicak,whD: mail. ' .... . ......
.' .:.
. , . . . ... ' .
.. . '"
. ., . . . ' m~atiDn was SIDW to. surface,
ages the state'S .'Oversight. Stressing the. lab and the ':;~I' "IdDI!-'t ~?W why.:;ye. thmk ' .On av~rage,Beer~ sald, the<,::
parts .. ~er- bllhDnto 4 parts s,aymgtheJab hasa~ excel- . Bureau . in ;white Ro(!k; state·havE;isin¢e'wDrke!i.DUV": ;veitre mlffiu,ue froII)..c?ntam~'i\'ater dlscharged mto Mor-- ;:
per bllhon.
.
.. '. .~ent. rec?rd Df, making all Lagreed that both. ~hetesting, .~he prDblem; :the Ov~rslght:.1 ln~ted grDundwater;' . sh~ . ta~dad Cany.on at LANL CDn- :~
La,bDratDry
hy'drD~Oglst: ~nfDrn:atlOn. - gDDd ~dbad.· . methDds and the ):"esults ne~dBureau's Y~nlcal<; sald that,: sald,· "It's happen.ed every- talllS app.rOlGmate1y250 parts ;~ ~
DaVId RDgers. questlOned -av:ajlabl~.t? the public.
.1 to be verified. Until that hap- acc.ount. '.'lSP,'t accurate.~'. " whe.re, e1s~:', ' .. '.' . "
pe~: .bllliDn Df ,perch1Drate,. ,",
wh~ther the ~Pr111gs arecDnt~. . Rogers sald results ,from : pens; henDted; no .one .ca,nsily Quite simply, added' PB,):"ker, .: , ..D¢pending DIl thesD~rce Df, WhlCh added up a tDtal Df ;
am:nated WIth perch1Drate,. the, t:WD, sllmplesthat tested: . fDr sure whether perch1D~ate' . the labDratDry ~hou1d haye·-:the perclilDl,"ate, SheSAl(l, the. ,abDut 11 pDunds wDrtl,11ast
.notmg t~at a larger sample DfpDsltive fDrperch10rate have' '. contamination is present. ..,. nDtified the state immediate-' .':' cDjltimlinatiDI).:.could Dne. day ,year. .The new system ShDUld
tests will be ,needed befDre· . b~enayal1abI~,on the Il}t.ernetJ Dni Arends Dr' CDncerned' 1y' after th~ initial sample" - extend close .tD. ~h,e' wells. the redu~e :.that -to. about 4 parts,,,.
any cDnc1uslOns. can'. be . SInce last spnng. Add'lt~onalCitizens' fDr .NuClear. Safety .. came back pDsitive;
. ,';', city ,us~s fDr ,drinl,dng water., p~r bllllOn, hpnDted. ". '.' •. :.
. d:-awn. He.alsD sald the tech- ly, t~e. l~bDra~Dry. PUbl,lsh.ed. ,said' thepDsitive tests. fDr. .LabDratory h,ydrDlogi~t- Bob::~ .Th~ 'w~lls: .may· b.e... on the . ' P.Jth?ugh: ~Dme ,pDllu!JDn,:
. mque~ used to. me,asure the that mrOl;~atiDn along Wlth ; .. ; confirmation verify the' n~ed Beets .said· the Waste . Mart-: ",:; . ?tlierslde ?.f tJ;te'nv~r! mak- . inc~udmgtr.ltiUm; ha~ . tut,nM .•
chemlcal .are relatlvely, new. all qther . sampling results·' .... 'fDr 'the 1aboriltor.y to. cDnduct agement GrDup has created. a :-, : mg con~ammatlOn les~ likely, UP fI1 the groundwa!er. abDut
and often maccurate. ' . .
'f:-Dm2~0(} m an a@u~ .r~port, ! mDr.e·. gr6undwa~er.·.: tests ... new system. that viill remDve: ~. " •but that dDes pDta11evl~te the ·90P. r.e~t be1Dw the laboratory .
. Rogers ~ompared the s~tua- on envrrDn~ental ~~~lVltles ...~..~' along. the river: She ·said the. "almost all of the p~rchl(jrate:"4 f rleed f~r caUtiDn, ,s~e sald:
fac~tles, bDth st80te'!\~e~!i£ :~
t)on tDwelghm~ a, fly w~th.a '.' LabpratDry· Dfflcla1s. s~ld , , ,: DOE .has cDntaminate.d.wateJ:l .out Df ,~e wat~rtt d.lsch~ged . " LaboratDry .DffIClal~ ,Friday Dfflcla1s agree the aqu+~.~.r,.;
bathrDom .scale, the .methDd t~ey Dffer(;)d :.tD meet wlth .! SDurces at II).any sites acrDss",',a,t ~He: 'radlOactiy:-liquid-~~:-' alSo. cDunt:red assertlOn~ by has, to. date, prDven remark- ,
ha~ to. .match thesublect;He state regu~atDr~ D~ mDre.than .. ' t h , e n a t i D n . : · .waste-treatmentfacillty;· ,,,,, --:. the Overslght Bureau that ably c1~an,
~ald the labDratDry recelV~,d Dne occaSlon: to. .dl~CUSS .gen. ..~." .. , .
maccurate results when' It.er1:l1 . w:a.ter,s~pliIig issues·sent .o,:t ,test.,samp1es th~t had. before' t~e_Sept~mbermeet-."
been mtentlOnally ."splked" 'ing, when' the . issue" was ".:
with perchlDrate.
. specifical~y.· brought to statEn,r
regulators' attention',' ' 0 ; "

t?
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Chemical In

Officials
Check Water'~
In Spring

Lab Found Substance
In Wat~r a Year Ago
BVJENNIFER McKEi;;
Journal Staff Writer ,

The water is about the ollly clear '
thing about Spring 4 these days.
Information from Los Alamos
National Laboratory aild the Environmental·Protection Agency suggests the spring and another sister
spring called 4B' - both <jlong the
banks of the Rio Grande near White
Rock - may be contaminated with
perchlorate, a chemical, ,used in
experiments at Los Alamos lab.
And it's unclear - or at least in
dispute - why Los .(\lamos lab scientists knew about the contamination for almost a year but failed to
tell the New Mexico. Environment
Department about it Until only
.
weeks ago.
Dave Rogers, ahydrologist at Los
.Alamos lab, said the lab firstfound
perchlorate at 8.5 PIU'tS per billion
when the lab sampled the spring in
September of 2000. As this was the
first time lab hydrologists had
found the 'chemical there, they re"
tested a nearby spring - Spring 4B
-last March.
The. samples again. came back
positive; this. time picking up 6.6
parts per billion of the chemical. It
was unclear Frid~y, based.on inter-
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IGNITING A

I
Criticisms of the National Ignition Facility - a multibillion-dollar
fusion energy venture at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory - are becoming
ILJ;r/~:~~
louder and more frequent as time and money are expended.

r of the National Ignition Facility fusion laser at Lawrence
Workers are dwarfed by the size of the multi-port target chambe
ts are to com,luttt tiny thermonuclear implosions, weighs 1.
scientis
lab
which
in
r,
chambe
livermo re Nationa l Laboratory. The
center of a debate over its cost and efficacy .
the
at
is
million pounds ami is 30 feet in diametef_NlF, meanwhile,

r

By Lawrence Spohn

,AbOut the .laser

The'$4:2billion NatiOl1allgnition Facility isa ','
LIVERMORE, Calif -It's ''Big Scicomplex machirie that sCientists hope to use
ence " but scientific critics of the $4.2 bilt6 prod!JCe tiny blasts of fusion energy, the '
power source of the siln, stars and nuclear,
lion National Ignition Facility are legion
from coastto coast, including many in ,
bombs.
'
' , ,
, ,
WHiT::'F~~-;:;;;t~I~~-NiFi~:'~'~";;;~~'~~~~""~", New MexiCo, where it casts a giant shadow.
laser that uses special ch~mically doped
. TheNlF nuclear-bOmb simUlator is a
glass and unique C!ystals to generatepower~
huge target. Bufthe barbsfired at it - inful beams of light energy. -,
The
today
eluding some self-inflicted - have beenHOW~'Th-;";;gyT~'t~'~-f~~~~"by"1ii2'i~begins an extensive series of articles
deflected by a protective shield of national dMdual,laser beams 'into a target chamber
on the National Ignition Facility, a
.
security
that critics contend isn't earned or arid ooto BB-sized pelletcontaining radio<¥>'
controversial fu$ion energy laser and
warra,nted.
'"
,
' tive hydrogen, which; When super-compr~ssEXl
nuclear weapons blast simulator.
, ,It'sstill under intense siege, and in the
' and heated, is supposed tOigtlite, yielding fuTODAY
aftermath of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, ,', siori ,energy.' , ',', ' ','
'"
',On Page Ai::Wsthe n~oh's'
the anti:.NIF assaUlt seeks new life, Optxr 'WHERe'NiF-is-'j;i~~~iit-~tc~i~~';;i-;:;;~~':-:'-'-;',. biggest science project, and it's " ; , nentS argue iliat the project - which, they LawrenceuVermore National LabOratory, with
, underattaek; In Ihsigt,t& Opinion: A ; ',~, isaJready consuming billions of dol.. , ' ,assisti:mcefroril New Mexico's Sandia I:1nd
,'. look at the insides of the giant Ja~r' . I~peeded formore compellirig nuclear
Los Alamos riatiOnallaboratories.Theyare .'.
, ar1d,athowan Albuquercjuelab arid
: Wea]X>riS programsandscienceJlrojeets" . the ncrtiOn's three nuclear weapons laborat<r .
. eompa~y arehel/ling makeH:work'iricluding someinNew Mexico -;-'-Isholild ..•. ries operate9 by1he Department of Energy.
~ti~~' ,Be becariceled tofurtd the new and greater- WHY:'-~~~;;;;~t"~~i~~~;'NfF-i~'th;-;;;;;
~~~3&' w. 'priority anti-,terrorism defense measures. . '
.
,
", On PageM;: The General
unfl'
' ,instrument of the nation's multibillion-dollar
, ,Accounting' Office targets NiFtwice.
To date; however, even
attenng eco- nuciear-sciEmc~ased Stockpile Stewardship
In Insight &Opinion: An introduction . . ,nomic analyses and~uggestiotis of favorand Maintenance Program. Program ~ieri- '
to the organizations that eire
'.able NIP political derushave ~n unable
1bts aill)tQ maintain the safet}'and reliability,
. criticizing NIF.
'
to deal tIiereeling project a knockout ,
of the nation's nucleararserial without nu- '
hI
'
' c l e a r testing', O,.sing' ,theadva,,'neoo" expe,rimen-' .
, lIIJIla""iIfIII.IJIt_ .~:~e east ofSahFranCiSco in a: broad . t~lI tools of nuclear blast simulators such as '
On page Ai: Lawrence Uverrnore .• v,alleyberieath t,he rollin,gcoll$ta! hills, the, 'NiF and supercompUter simulations of bomb, .
National Laboratory defends the
. be' bull behind th·
blasts based on,past real bombtestdata and .
biggest projeclin its history. In
cornplexNIPls . mg , ' t
'ese:simulations;" . ';
,
the
. :uri~Lafcen..C:raatotLry'~wro'neneceofLthievennnati·~ren'~tbra-ee .
u--E:-~~v·-~~~;-~·,·-r~~i~'g..~;~i~riti~;-iri'-'
. Insight & Opinion: Scientists fir1d
ult With the laser and ,the lab., ,'. ,uonru , U \ J
, "
,
"
,
, nuclearw~nslabs..
" .
'.' NewMexico;;sayNIF:istoOcOstJy, wdn'tWOrK ' .
.,iii ,III
Started in 1997, NIP is a giant laser that . ::..
. . ._:. _..._,
.On page Ai: Th~ equally
is to simulateriuclear weapons blasts in the·,
cOntroversial NIFprototype,Beamlet,
laboratory, Its~timate goal: fuSion energy' biggest optical ~ent, dwarfing even
flashesori in Albuquerque; li:llrtsight . ignition":"'" a tiny b-qrst of the type of ener~ . aStronomy's latest nster telescopes~ •
Il10U.S. nuClear
&Opinion: Gov~mment anq.lab
gy that powers nuclear blast finnaces such, And NIP easily is the
officials
S<rf NIF is \he heart of
as the sun, stars and theimonuclear ,
weapons prorrrnm'
s biggest star,
' ,.
'
nuclearweapbn
st~watdship.
1:>".,..••
'weapons.
)HoweveI', depending on the critic, NJF ,,',
LivermoreexpectsNIF to cost about
" ,also' is at least $1.4 billion overhudget, six.
, On Page Ai: Congress takes heat
$35 billion to complete, but independent
years behind schedul~, goin¥t? beanisniover the fusion laser· project. In
' ,government investigators say it will be at, tion dud and next to useless, m Its touted
Insight &Opinion: NIPs alternatives
least $4.2 billion.
,
'
',
nllsslon of maintaining the nation's aging
in.~e Land of Enchantment. '.
'NlF is the nation's biggestsdencepronliclear arSenal.
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and misled the public,by acceptjng
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October, according to a congressman who helped sponsor the' law
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Legality of Anthrax Shipment to LANL Questioned
By Jennifer McKee Journal Northern Bureau

Lawmaker Says Lab Not CDC-Registered
The Los Alamos National Laboratory may have broken CDC rules and misled the public by accepting
a shipment of virulent anthrax in October, according to a congressman who helped sponsor the law
outlining shipping rules for deadly bacteria.
Rep. Edward J. Markey, D-Mass., sent letters Monday to Department of Energy Secretary Spencer
Abraham and Tommy G. Thompson, secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
questioning the legality of the shipment.
According to lab records, the shipping forms signed by LANL staff differed from the ones that came
with the anthrax, which had "virulent" marked on them.
The shipment, as well as Markey's questions, come at an especially controversial and busy time for
Los Alamos lab.
LANL scientists, who developed a unique way of analyzing anthrax DNA, have been tapped to work
on the federal investigation into anthrax contaminations by mail.
At the same time, the lab is planning an advanced biological research lab a "Biosafety Level Three"
lab to pave the way for more advanced research on deadly bacteria such as anthrax. Those plans have
sparked opposition from local lab watchdog groups.
Specifically, Markey's letters question whether Los Alamos was registered with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention to accept virulent anthrax.
Lab spokesman John Gustafson said the lab's position is that LANL's current biological laboratory a
Biosafety Level Two facility is adequate to work on small amounts of anthrax.
He said the lab is registered with the CDC to receive virulent Ames anthrax.
LANL registered
Gustafson's explanation marked the first time lab officials have said publicly that LANL is registered to
accept disease-causing anthrax. LANL representatives previously have said the lab has an internal
policy of not working with virulent anthrax, but prefers to work with nonvirulent forms of the bacteria or
anthrax DNA, which also can't cause disease. The lab has cited that situation as one reason it would
like to build the more advanced Biosafety Level Three laboratory.
Markey's office cited a Nov. 21 internal DOE report about the October shipment of virulent anthrax,
which reads: "LANL is not currently registered with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to
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receive viable B.anthracis for routine work."
Gustafson said that report was written with "the best information at the time," adding that the person
who wrote the report may not have known LANL was registered to receive the Ames strain.
In his letters, Markey also questioned why lab representatives told attendees at a public meeting in
Los Alamos on Nov. 15 that the lab doesn't work with virulent anthrax when the lab had already received
one virulent shipment. His letter said Los Alamos was apparently in the process of getting a CDC waiver
to accept more.
"Markey is assuming we were working with virulent anthrax, which we weren't," said lab
spokeswoman Nancy Ambrosiano.
The laboratory didn't tell the public about the shipment until news of it leaked to the media, shortly
after the DOE letter.
Jill Trewhella, head of the lab's Biosciences Division, said the shipment was packed and handled
correctly and no one was in danger. Her main concern was that the Arizona laboratory that made the
shipment apparently didn't know that LANL doesn't accept virulent anthrax.
Trewhella said she called her bosses and asked for a 3D-day review to explain exactly what Los
Alamos lab does accept and make sure other research labs understand the situation.
Safety procedures
Karl Johnson of Placitas, the virologist who co-discovered Ebola, praised the lab's handling of the
anthrax, saying LANL's safety procedures are some of the best in the country. He is a member of the
lab's Institutional Biosafety Committee, which reviews and authorizes proposed biological research.
Several lab watchdog groups said Monday that LANL hasn't been upfront about its anthrax research
capabilities.
"Los Alamos was holding meetings with the public in which it explicitly said the (laboratory) building
they wished to build was necessary to handle virulent anthrax," said Greg Mello, head of the Los Alamos
Study Group, a lab watchdog organization.
He added that lab representatives also said as much to several members of his staff.
"They were, in fact, lying," Mello said.
Lab spokesman Gustafson said the lab has always told the public it follows CDC guidelines governing
what kind of research lab either the existing Biosafety Level Two or the proposed Biosafety Level Three
lab is necessary for anthrax research.
Gustafson said the lab has never hidden that point although it always stressed that the lab doesn't
like to work with virulent anthrax and was waiting until it had a BSL-3 lab before launching such
research.
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From riude~rwatch4og groups to nuclear weapons s'cie~tists, NIFcertainly ha$ itS share adversaries.
. NaysayersJ:laimthe
giant project is either aWasteiof time "and money or just \lbig lie.'
.
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Margot{fhe AssQCiated Press

Marylia Kelly (center), one of the most vocal critics of the Natiomillgnition Facility fusion laser, joins hands with protesters in this fileptiotQ of a Silent
demonstration at .the 1997 NIF groundbfeaking. Ke"y~remains committed to her opposition, as do several other organizations.
.
.

.

By,Lawrence Spohn,
weapons themselves.
' page, wh.ere the organization has encour,LIVERMORE, Calif: ,--'- On a bright day
,Opponen~, howevei; See DOE,and other ,aged'pe?ple to call the,ir representatives and
last swnmer;at i1' busy inteJ;Section south of proponents as WiZards ofOZJ hiding the, ' senators to o.ppose NIF as ''the biggeSt ,
Interstate 580, pasSing motorisis were stai- ' truth abOutNIF behind a curtain of national' boondoggle m the U.S. nuclear weapons
~ed ?y a mesSllge taking on "the comp;mY" security arid offi.cial reportS th~ysee as' "
con:iplex."
',
'
m this company town.
',',
biased and ~elf-servirig. , ' ,
' , The organization atgue$ that NIP is
'
ScreaIl'!ing yellow against a deep, blue:, ' , ''l'rrF is a bigIie,"saysMarylia.K.elly, di- ' plaguedby'~hcica1 problemS and is wiistsky, a billboard at the intersection ofMuri-' rector ofTriNaI1ey CAREs, the nuclear, ',mg taxpayer dollarS; threatens U:S ..com~ ,
efta Boulevard and Portola Avenue not,
weapohs watchdog
mitments to prevent nucieai proliferation; ,
only questioned nuclear weaponS research '
' group jn Livermore
and,con~ to gqvermnent and weapons '
at Lawrence Livermore National Laborato- '
that paid for the bill- ,lab contentions, "is not needed" to maintain
WJtat's NIF?
ry but also targeted its biggest project ever.
' board."
the '!J.S. nuclear arsenal.
Shouting, "Yourrnind is a terrible thing ,
''NIP is not going to ' If contends NIF experiments Win "have
The National Ignition Facility
IS a 192-beam glass laser
, to waste," the,ll-by-24-foot advertisement '
maJee our existing
n?thing to do with SafetY ""':"preventing acand nuclear weapons blast
pictured the target chamber of the National ·weapo~any safer or , cldental explosions or leaks in nuclear
slmuiator, originally
,
Ignition Fa<;ility fusion laser: " ,
,'
more reliable,'?, she in- ' weapons ~ and very little to'{jo with how' '
budgeted at $1.1 billion for
Under construction a: few miles away at
sis!$' "It'sintende4to reliably the Weapons peifomi" Theseob, completion In~2. It is:
Live~ore Lab, NIF is it nuclear weapons,
train the next genera~~tives already are eilslied through ongo_ _ '''''_'_--';'_'"'''''_''
"blastsunulator, thr 30-year braincbild of
tion ,of nuclear '
mg, less expensive DOE 'operations, the '
• Under construction at
group claims. .
'
,' '
LaWrence Livermore National , laser fusion energy sCientists; Liwrmore ,weapons 'scientists in advan~ing nuclear
Laboratory, east of San
Lab, the Department ofEnergy<and New" weapons designs which we, and the world,' " At COmnion Sense; an,itidepend~nt ad- '
Francisco; since 19!;l7.
Mexico's Sandia and Los Alamos natiorial don't n<led."
,
'
vocate for,American ~ayers, NIF has be-"
labonitories. , "
" '
Kelly says taking on:N1F haSn't been.
; ,come a poster-projt?qt of'government .
• Over budget and now
,Livermore, Los Alamos
Sandia are
beca~e ~iveti1iore Lab iStheiiiaji)r,' ,; waste.
'
'
projected to cost at least
the nation's three nuclear weapons labs,
employer m this town of74,000 people; , '
This organization doesn;t View NIP as a
$4.2 billion to complete~
-,----.-~-..:- ..- ..
....- ...
owned and ,operated by DOE: ' " " '
\yherdt hail been an ecoIiomic engme sinc,e , ,ciucilihool ofnuclear weapons scienCe but
• Delayed and now
Both NewMexico labs are doing work ' the beginnings of the Cold War ill 1952: ' rather as a ''bloated mega-laser" burnirig up'
scheduled to be completed
that supports NIF, eyen WhUe raiSing their' ',But NIF ""':"to be the world's biggest ' ,'taxpayers' money.
"
In 2008.'
'-":'.!...--~--~~.....- : " - .
own conce'mS a,bout the project's imPact on', laser when~ompIeted in2008 ---:- ~'tj~
In the budge~, surplus era, "It's bOOn gift• To cost $150million per
th~ nuclear weapons program.
,, ' ,
,an econo~c bq,on to the lab or the CIty of .' wrn.pped and tied up with a beautiful bow"
year
to opera~.
Sandia and Los Alamos also have been
Livermore;
".',"
"says Cormnon sense analyst Keith
.........:._,..__._... ...__ .-....................
targets ofSimilar anti-nuclear roadside"
" ' Ralso happens to be the nation's biggest
AShdoWo,.whosays that in spite of a long, ,
• For simulating nuclear
Weapons e~ploslons, instead
r?etoric on billboards near the Albuquerque ,s?ience project, ~d it has ~m~ a lighttrol,lbled history, NIF has risen from what
of de\onatingactuat '
arrport and along 1-25;' "
'
"
'. nm~rod for a vanetyof orgaruzatiOns and
shoUld have been certain death two'years :
warheads In tests. "
But the Livennore billboard is the t'irStto " scientisis from cOast to coast,lot avariety' ago.' ,
'
,.
strike at NIP _ the, heart ofilie nuclear '
' ofteasons."
"
.
,
:'~ere you have a proj~that is probably,
';Pri;;:;~ii~-t~'p;duce f~~i;;;
weapo~ stewardsliip prograin ~ to make,
' b.llli~ns of d()llars ~ver budget; years behinci
energy Ignition but also will '
the point that weapon scie!1tistscould be ' 'Bloated lfiega.laser'
sche4ule, highly controversial in the scien- '
be,u!;ed for basic physics, '
tific
astrophysics and energy
" doing other nationally-important res~arc4 , Among org~tio~ thatjlave NIF 'in
cOmmunity, challenged by the "
research. '
their croSs hairs are the Natural ReSources
weapons scientists it is supposed, to serve,
,and to' exploit increasingly public differ:'
....--...- ....-....-.....
,ences ,Within the nuclear weapons res~h 'DefenSe Coll!lcil in WlI$hington; D.C.; the
tile Slibjectofa !JAO (Govermnent Ac- ,
community oyerNIF's real value.
'
weStern States Legal Foundation in Oak: 'counting OffiCe) report ~t saidtlielab "
'WlUle LOs Alanios and Sandia have been, ,land, Calif.; the Los, Alail10s Study Gro\jP '" misled Congress l\ndthe American people'
, , )essenthuSiaStic NIF cheerleaders, DOE,' 'in Santa Fe; \he Physiciiinsfor Socil,lIRe--'- and what does CongreSs do but throw ,
and Livermore haVe told CongreSs arid the ": sponsibility~Wash.ington, p.C.; and the , more money at it," Ashdown says.' "
White House rePeatedly that NIFiS, a
' Taxpayers for' CommOli Serise in Washing~
''It's indefensible,", he SllyS. "And on'so
"must-have for enSuring the silfety and ,ton"D.C., ' "
," " "
,many levels." ," , "
,
' NW tops Physicians for Social ReSpoilsi~
, While he says critiCs areftustJ;ate4 with '
reliability 9fU,S. n\,!clearweapons; if the
weapons labs are riot pennitted to test the ,
,bility's ''NuqlearlSeci!rity'' IntemetW'eb ",
Pleasesee'NIF1C3 '
"~~_''''h'

and
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_
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NBF fromel
; ·th~ political and mili!ary poweithat .
· Livermore andits managing
contractor, the Unjversity of
Cali,fomia,have wielde4in
Congress over the past several .
months to Sustain NIF, the laser
remhlns a prime target for budget
cuts.
'
.
. Corinnon Sense has joined with
the U.S. Public Interest Research
. Group and Friends ofthe Earth to
challenge NIFm the groUps' .
c,\:lllective ''Green Scissors
G~paign."
. :,
".'
: It lIims to focus public, .
Congressional arid administration
· attention on government projects
that the groups deem . ." '.
'~:environmentally l1armful and
.wasteful speriding" aild woi1hy 9f
tieing cut from the federa1budget
'. ~. NIF currently is easily the mOst .
expensive project on Green .
.
SCissors' top-10 list, which
· ¢Commends that NIF "be canceled .
and construction terminated" attd .
that )he nuclear weapons ialY.i aixt
· I;lOE rely on "existing labor$l)'
Capabilities, rather than Wa$tefully
liXpensive facilities."
..
.
~. It describes l'W's value to
rriaihtenance of the U.S. nuclear
alseilal as "dubious at best" and
40ntends that in iJisisting on fundirig
NlF, 'TIOE is throwing billions of
~payer dollars at an experimental .
flrQgriun" that many seienlist$' .~
believe has little or no chance of .'
reaching its prime goil! ofnl!Clear
fuSion energy igilition... .
..
.Green Scissors estiffiates that
cutting NIF will save taxpayers as
much as $10 billion. Cutting NlF .
· . could save taxpayerS much~,
·dy~nding on whose aDaIySis is .'
~and whether it's credtble.

·Fpli. accOunting
'.
.
.
,~!Soarmg Cost, sliril1king·
Perfottnanee" is a/54ilage ..
documented ~ysis ofNlF
prodUced in MaybyRobeq Civ'iak,
an;tin,danalyst for: the Officeof .
Mapageinentand Budget
It was furided by Kelly's
·Liv.ermoie-based nuclear watchdog .
gto:up, Tri-Valley CAREs. She said
cqpies were sent to members of I
Congress. .'
.'
Civiak sets the toile in the first .
· p$graph, charging that DoE "is
keePing !lie full cost" ofNIF from
"Lawrence Spohn/Tribune
· 90J;lgress and taxpayers.
Two Scientists, Issac Trotts (left) an~ Andreas Toupadakis, Who resigned posit~onsat La~rence ~Jvermore
;He estimates the full, 30-yt<af
. National Laboratory in California, join Marylia Kelly In denounclngthe lab's Natl~nallgnltlon 'Facility fusion
. lifitiniecost ofNIF "comes.to
laser during a media unveiling of a .billboard criticizing the NIF pr~ject. Kelly is director of the nuclear..
$32.4 billion." That is six. times
'. watchdog group Tri-Valley CAREs in Livermore.
.
.
· wbat Congress was told by DOE in
ap,proving the project.
•

f .

,I

and focus requirements on
uitennore Lab facts
Livermore - ~pported by a biased
: George Miller, l:iyennore Lab
. operationru f?eam Imes by 2006 lawrence Uvermore NatiOnal"
laser·fusion energy community - .
associitte director and NIF overseer, three years aftei"the project was ;
:LabOratOl)' is O!le of three'U.S. nuclear. Prematurely rushed NIF' into the
calls that figUre "ridiculous" and
sUpposed to be completed and fully weapOOs laboratories. It.. :
appropriations pipeline "(hen a
· IDsists NIF is back on budget and
two years before new proiections".
niyrill4 of technical problems were
·
'k'
bed
1"
"
"
Is
about'
,40:miles
east
of
San
unso'
1-.ed.
.
"
· b lie on sc u e.
,say it will. be ,finished.,
. I V '
.'t . '
th C· 'ak' fi '
' Francisco in \tie Small community of
'.
tired
.
ne JJaYs at lV1 s gure
''We calculate that the output
. liv
Stepht:n Bodner, re . laser
"would mean we ,would be
fulm the NIF laser will be only one- : ennor~. "
.
.
.
fusion physicishvitb. the Naval .
~nding~a billi;on (dollars) a year,
ninth th~ amount per dollar spent '
-Was eS,UibIished IfI 1952 as th~ third Jteseacch Laboratory in
,
· lind the entire DOE budget for this· that bQ~ anticipatoo as recently as nuclear we~ 1ab9fat0l)'....,.. with lOs . Washington, D.C,; says that in
Iditd of physics is only $500 million last year," he wn,·tes. '''This . ' AI~s Nationallabbiatory In New . Scientific circles, Livermore's
~t year)."
,',.
represents a dramatic decline in the,' Me~ being jhe~ ~ Sandia
penchantfor exaggeration haS
But Civiak defen~ the estimate;' 'projected return on thetaxpayers'
.Nati9na/1..aboratories ~ AlbUquerque· se:verelytarnished its reputation. '
.sayingthatDoEaridLivennore '. inv6stment"
the ,second.
ButWasbirigtonseems oblivio~ to '
'officially havegi.ven NIF a30-year
While. o"ther ~"riJ..,.".. Iia"e reached . - Has a 2OO+budge~ of.~l.32 billion,: holding it accountable. '
,
•
UU<UJ"'"
.,
.. - . """,e.t!lan'a tIiird cif its rn.icIear
.lifetime, and taxpayers entitl~.
similar conclusions, LiVennore's"
.weW1,u~
I " , ho ~
ted to the .
"They get away with it because
v
·.to know, the realNIF.costs bas'ed.on Millet: :..~..." that o'n'gina! NIF
"'Y"''''' """'G '
they'are a nuclear weapons .
...",..,..,
.NationaI'-ition,..Fool:"', '.fusion laser.',
" .. '..
· the liktlllbood thatthe prbject'SobjecliveSremain firm and that
'6"
"I
'laboratoty... ·says BOdner,"and the
technicalprob~ems continue to.· .'. there has been 11Q slippage iii its
- EmplOys !fOIOO 7,300 'people, ~
perCeption is we need them, so w~'
· biOom.' .'
.
.
. ultimate.perfoIi:l13nce expectations
2,800 Of· whoin hold scientific;
put up with ie' " "
., ,
, He SayS that even after budget . because of!:ost overruns or nagging engineering
technical degrees.
BUt, he Says:, NIF is IJO far outsid!'l
ovenUns and seheduledelays were technical issues'.
. .. _ Is.owned and operat~ by the'
the re3Jm of reasonable that it is
revCl\led two years ago; "DOE still
ButCiviak concludes that the
Departinent'of-~ aiidcompetes
now incmnbent on Congress to~'
·: significantlY undeistatesthe likely"
c<imbination and docUinented
' with Sandia and los Alamos for'
in and downgrade the projectto
. pattern of"inereasing cost and·
funding.,
. '
reflect its immature technicalmerit
.cOst of conslplCtion." .
',deelini!lg perfoilriance .'
. ' Iri their article in Nature lastfalI,
· • '1he Gov~11l11).e!lt ~ccounting
Office, the mv~gam:e ~of
. 'expectatioris" for ~IF.are a
. Bodi1er and Chris PaiOO, nUclear '
Con~ has Issued similar "
.compelling case, tM,t Congress .
.'
. '
weapons analySt f9r the Natural
.~ that DQE has not had NIF... should Stop it now and that "t<ve'ry
~lear-tlppedbaIIistiCinissiles.. . .Resources Defense Council,
costs'illdepend~n~y ~ ',' ,.. taxpayer ... should W!?rk to cancel".·
- Brilliant PebbleS, another antirCconurieDded'limiting NIF'
JI¥, the·sat,ne mvesti~tCi~have it as soon as possible, .' , .
missile proj~ in which smallco~~n to just ei~t ofits 192
twice warned ill successive ~ports . .He silys:NIF shOlild besubjected .' "kinetic kill vehiCles" were to be
,laser beam lines until its various
~ ~as a ~II1plex technical and .to ,an int¢ilse scientific review,
' used to desIroy ~istiCmissiles.
tticluiicaI hUrdles ate overcome. '
~Ientific project ~ not been.
followed byextensi~e
. 'I!I The M~t Mirror F~on .
''StoP the project, and force them.
m~ently reVI~ed.. ,...
Con~ioilal hearings fito its·
MachiJie, which, like NIF, was . . tQ test it,.forcethe~to prove't!iiU all
~le p'oE and!-tyermore lDSist checkered histoty, ~use he
' suppo~ to lead to a civilian fusion '.the technical problems they say,
~~ filial bill f?r,buil~~. ~e laser
belJeves the project's record shows
energy power reactor.
have been resolved are indeed' .
:will be $~.? bi!lion, ClV1~
it ''is no longer juStified, if in fact it "
- The Atomic V:apor LaSer
fixed, "he says. He says its tini.e for
C\lI.culates Itwilll?e $5 billion. The
ever was."
, .Isotope separation.Pio~ a high-Livermore.~'toprove it ()rlose it'~ .
'. General Accol!DtingOffiee, which
tech.process.ofsep'aratlnguranium,' '. Ma:tylia Kelly said her' '
pI'y.P;ired two NIF repOrts for "
' Uvefmore
whose mounting de:velopmept costs orgailizatiQnis suing to get the . .
, . and techiUCal prObleJDS'ul~ely
. <IocumentS she believes will show
· Cpngress, has c<inSistentl)" bumped
'lts'estima'"tes' w·...l o finall·.·
B.ut 'Kelly says it Will. take
.• __1, l·t· '. "
'..
'
,
'
up ...."'"
Y
"""'1l\.
that Livetmore officials knew for a
setying on $42 billion:,
.. ,
substantial'C?Dgressional education. .-h.ID NIP's p~r,the
. long thnethat NIF was well. out of
,'!flese estimates; hoWever, assume . and le~dersb!P savvyfQr that to
Nova glass fusion l:!ser, which i~lf '. buQget~ arid likely to be
"!w mOre problems with NIF." But . happen anytimesoon. .'
.waS supposed to'reach fusion' "
seriously late, perhaps even before
Ci'viakwams:· ''(1) the contrary, '.
She says both H?use arid Se:~!~' ' ignition but fell Woefiillyshort of
the project,wasofficially funded by
¢,ere is sigilificantpotential for
.leadeiS~~e~;,:~ledNIFagbam 111 the mark.. " '. 'b!11:' f' ,.
Congress.
.'
· ~ful;Ure prObletn$ and delays".
. appropriating IW~ lor. ,Y
WhileconsummgJ.l11ons 0 .
. '''They slipped the schedule
, ' . b6tuse of a number of techniCal
Livermore's ~lic relatiOns
federal taxp3yers' dollars; none of· withoUt ~lling anyone or
i
upcertainties that plague the ' '.
.macbii:!eIy and the oft-re,PCll~.
. these proje<;tS fuUilledtheir ultimate aCcountirlg for it," she says.
project
'.
c'.'
m~e~~m DOE~t~ IS VItal goals; Kelly contends.
'
''FOr a government report, we,
-"Civiak alSo charges that "DOE
' to mamtaming the nation, S arsenal. .
,LivennOre and many scientjsts
thiJ}k the GAO was, absolutely .
lias drarnatiCl!llY underestimated the '. "Congress never seems to learn," .. believe }>foYil did .achieve
seathingonNIF," She says, though
operating co~ for the NIf"by . she says, referring to what she calls . substantial scientific sUccess arid
ha h d littl •
el'c~g overhead costs'and much Liverinore's Ja¥!ck for "selling" big '. made the short wavelength, glass '.. it'appears to ve a
.e impact
ofihe
of the experiments
science projects for decades witho~ laser technology the military,fusion ' ~~otngressY'et,"~ says. .
'
planned for NIP. :'.
p~cingthe results to support
. reseai:ch leader. . .
wpise;Jie says;NIF's
them... "
'.,
Kelly agredbui cOunters that the
penonnance objectives have. '.'
'. MOSt notable, she says, are the
$200 million Nova laser could have
slipPed at the sametinie. As aresuIt, . lab's "expensive and exa.ggef\ltM ' accoinplished~uchmore ifit had .
I.50E in effect is turning the bargam' Star Warsw~ll$ pro~:': : ..,
not been ~ fOr J:UF. and, in ..
Li.vt;rrilore I:1ad argued NIFwoUld· . Amohgmail~ failed Li.vermoteany eV~~lt~ver ~ve~~e . . , ..
be into a taxpayer bUrden.
projectS she CItes are:
close" tolts:~ mISSIon of fusIon
:l!e say:> DOE does not now
- The X~tay L3ser Space-based • ignition, the same~i6n ~ has ..
requiJpN$ to 'reach evenJ5
WeapQ,n,Whichwas to be powered
~eUr ~ other cnti~ ~p~ve the
peiCMt ofits promised kej energy
by a nb.dear weapon to shoot down
eYldei:,ce 18 overwheliI$g tliat" =;;.:, ..

are
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Last of 17,000 barrels of radioactive waste dug up
and secured; project under budget and years early'
\ 1...-7..(),·o \

By JEFF TOLLEFSON

The New Mexican
Los Alamos National Laboratory has uncovered and
secured the last of more
than 17,000 barrels of
transuranic waste that had
been buried under mounds
of dirt for up to 25 y~ars.
Ultimately, the waste is
destined for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in Carlsbad,
.
The project came in two .
years ahead of schedule'
. and $13 million under the
initial budget projection of
$50 million. Project manager Gilbert MOlltoya called
the accomplishment a
"milestone.'; No radiation
was released into the environment, he said: All work, ei:s came in well below the
allowable annual workerexposure limits, and the
only reportable injury in
six years was a sprained
calf muscle, he added.
"That's quite a success,"
Montoya said Wednesday.
Lab officials celebrated.
the project's completion
with a, demonstration of the
removal process at Area G.
Workers ih protective gear
inspected and removed the
last 55-gallon drum, which'
was under a tarp in the
. middle of' an excavated
asphalt pad. The drums, as
well as about 200 fiber- .
glass-covered boxes, are
now stored, in secure tent
facilities, where they' can
be inspected regularly until
shipment to WIPP.
Clyde Mueller/The New Mexican
. The waste consists of
everything from gloves and Gilbert Yazzie, left, watches Rob Ruby, center, as he uses a radiological-survey instrument
toolboxes to sludge that Wednesday afternoon to check the last 55-gallon container at the Los Alamos National Labwas solidified in concrete. oratory transuranic-waste-storage area. At right is Charlie Thorne.
The waste generally' stems
from
nuclear-weapons stacked on three asphalt some corrosion when they until shipment to WIPP.
res'earch.
.
pads, separated by pallets inspected a series of the
A crew of about 2S people
Beginning in 1970', when and covered with a liner drums, according to lab began digging up the first
the Atomic Energy Com- and dirt. Prior to that, all of spokesman James Rick- pad about six years ago,
laboratory's
solid man, He said the New Mex- using a fabric dome to
mission'
ordered
that the
transuranic
waste
be radioactive waste was per- ico Environment Depart- ensure that no radiation
secured for ultimate dis- manently buried in shallow ment subsequently ordered would escape into the enviposal at WIPP, the laborato- pits - as is still the prac- the laboratory to remove ronment. The laboratory
ry began burying the waste tice with low-level waste.
the waste from the dirt- discovered the drums were,
underground . for later
In 1992, however, labora- covered pads so it could be
Please see LANL, Page 8-4
retrieval. The drums were tory waste handlers found monitored more carefully

LANL

.

.

lab was conservative. Corn>, from one of the,laboratory's transurariic waste that was
sion had not yet eaten holes in critics.
. ,
buried prior to 1970 - in confor the most. part, in gooq most of those, he added. ..
. "Thel)OE deserves a tainers that are likely to corshap.e, so the dome was not '.' "We' actually have drums' round of applause for digging rode just like those unearthed
,used' on the other two pads, ,that are in pretty good shape, up those drums, which would during the current process.
Montoya: said. He noted the' fo~'the niost part," M()ntoya ,rust and become irretriev"The earlier. trenches and
last pad, contained .7;300 . said, crediting a rust inhibitor able if they were left there shafts might merit Clos,e,
drlims and required only a that was:sprayed onthe drums indefinitely,'" said . Greg attention as candidates for
year 'to complete,
,prior·toburial. "When and if Mello; executive qirector of removal and encapsulation or
" . Overall, about 30 percent of ,we ever run into contamina- , the Los Alamos Study Group. deeper Clisposal;'" Mello' said',
the barrelswereplaceqinsidetion, which we have, we .are ' " Nonetheless, he.noted the "'Right now, they arejust cov~
8S gallon "overpack" drums to able to treat it"andctlntinue l4bcontinties to bury low-level,' ered· With 3 feet of sand iri an
ensure the' .contamination operations "within an hour." .
waste that, is nonetheless imiined- pjt. ;.. It'sa WIPP
would· remains'ecure, MonThe announcement got a radioactive. Moreover, he said,' site, ,basically, without any of
, toya said, explaining that the' warm-but-cautious approval, thelaboratoryif?n'~ diggingup . t!)e pro,tectionso(WIPP."
Continued from Page B-1
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us nuclear lab slows plans for biowarfare center
USA: December 20, 2001
LOS ALAMOS, N.M. - Los Alamos National Laboratory has slowed plans to build
a new lab for testing live anthrax bacteria and other biowarfare agents to
allow more time for public comment, lab officials said on Tuesday.

Because of a stonn of concerned comment since a public meeting last month
at which the lab presented its plan to its neighbors, the nation's leading
nuclear weapons research facility said it was extending the period for
feedback by about a month to Jan. 15.
Local critics say the government-owned and university-run lab, w~ich
sprawls across a mountain plateau next to the small town of Los Alamos, is
exposing neighbors to potential hann and could violate an international
treaty banning biological arms.
But lab officials say they need a so-called Biosafety Level 3 facility to
handle live agents like anthrax as part ofthe nation's growing concern
with defense against biological attack.
"We're just upgrading our facility and going to the next level. It's an
extension of the research Los Alamos has already been doing," said Tracy
Loughead, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Department of Energy in A.lbuquerque,
New Mexico. The department owns Los Alamos, which is operated by the
University of California, and will decide about building the new facility
based on public comment and a possible environmental impact statement.
MAINTAINS NUCLEAR STOCKPILE
The national laboratory's main mission is maintaining and preserving the
nation's nuclear weapons stockpile. But it has branched out into related
research fields, including some work on detecting biological weapons like
the anthrax spores mailed in the United States after the Sept. 11 hijack
attacks.
There are already hundreds of Biosafety Level 3 laboratories around the
country, mostly at universities and private corporations, but this would be
the first housed at a nuclear weapons research lab.
Los Alamos' proposed Level 3 lab would be a step up from an aln~~dy
existing Level 2 facility, which can handle noninfectious strands of DNA
from biowarfare agents but not the live agents themselves. At Level 3,
federally mandated precautions, including air locks and protective suits,
are meant to keep bacteria and viruses from escaping.

Local critics of the project argue that putting a biowarfare research lab
next to a nuclear weapons program is likely to lead to work on creating
biological weapons rather than on ways to defend against them.
"There are also safety considerations because this lab does not operate
itself safely and has endemic management problems," said Greg Mello,
executive director of the Los Alamos Study Group, a citizen watchdog
organization that which has monitored the national laboratory since 1992.
QUESTION ABOUT ARMS CONVENTION
Mello said that without stringent oversight, the national laboratory could
be in defiance of the International Biological Weapons Convention, which
forbids the development of biological weapons. The convention was signed
into law by former President George Bush in 1989.
Lab officials deny there would be any treaty violation. "We do notmake
biological weapons," said the Department of Energy's Loughead, adding that
the aim of the new lab would be to research the properties ofbioweapons
rather than to create any.
Officials are also planning to locate the biolab outside the secure nuclear
areas that are closed to the public, allowing public access and monitoring
of the lab's work.
John-Olav Johnsen, a senior technical adviser for the bioscience division
of the Energy Department, said there were three potential sites for the
3,OOO-square-foot (280-square-metre) structure.
"There's not classified work going on. People will be welcome to come and
get a tour," Johnsen said.
'
The building itself - projected to cost less than $5 million - could ~e
completed by 2003 and in full operation by the following year, he 'said.

Story by Zelie Pollon

Can we trust
Los Alalllos Lab

with anthrax?
S'hould we?
By Kristen Davenport

\/__ '2...(', -c i

SANTA FE - Way back in 1972, under the .
leadership of Richard Nixon, the United States
and many other countries (including Iraq) signed
an agreement.
.
.
The Biological Weapons Convention that year
produced atreaty that said theundersig(led countries would not build bio-weapons. No anthrax· .
bombs. No sm!!llpox cultures to wreak havoc on a
wofld free of the disease. No mutant' organisms to
cause unimaginable suffering. .
.
This, one would think,. was a good thing.
.The problem is: It seems very few countries
paid an iota of attel1tion to the treaty. It is well··
know that Russia, which also signed the treaty;
.had a huge biological weapons program in the So· viet era Iraq clearly has some kind of biological
weapons program.
In mid-December, various news organiZations
reP9rted that Los Alamos National Labomtory
had received a possibly illegal shipment of live
·anthrax in October, even as the lab's leaders asked
the government for permission to build a biologi·callabomtory where they could handle live an-··
thrax (for research into defense against the organism, they maintained). Lab officials hilVe been
saying since last winter they aren't allowed to
work with the live bacteria or receive shipments .
of it.
.
And they were fibbing. AccordiIlg to reports,'on
Nov. 15 Los Alamos officials.held a public meet~
ing about their proposed new labomtory and
'swore the lab wasn't receiving any shipments of
the virulent organism - a m<?nth after they re-:
ceived one. On Oct. 21, a university in Arizona .
·serit the lab a package with live anthrax. (The lab
has been asked by the federal government to help.
· unmvel the mystery of who sent the Ames strain
of anthrax to several news organizations and
politicians earlier this year.)
.
After news of this October shipment leaked to
the media, lab spokesman John Gustafson admitted thatLANL had already registered with the·
· Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to be
allowed to receive live bacteria. (This was not
clear to a congressman who says the lab cannot
, legally accept virulent organisms.) And,
Gustafson said, the lab ran the live package
through a machine that killed off any viable
spores.

Either way, LANL still wants to build its high
tech biological laboratory where it could legaUy
work with live strains.
New Mexicans, of course, are not really consulted about whether they want the nuclear
, weapons labomtory in their back yard also toying
around with dangerous and deadly organisms.
Los Alamos National Labomtory is no(well,
known for telling the public the truth about what
they're doing. Only in the last decade has information come out telling us the extent to which the
Manhattan Project contaminated the soil and
, aquifer in the northern part of the state.
ill the name of national security, documents not
related to actual, national security issues are often
kept under wraps. Just this week, theDepartment
of Energy newsletter, "seCrecy News," reported
that the DOE (~hichruns LANL) has asked the'
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board to re:!Use
access of certain unclassified documents to any- .
one who asks for them.
In recent months; particularly since the terrorist
attacks, DOE has made several reversals of open
document decisions, closing off various meall$ of
access to unclassified documents about the environment, health concems and other nuclear-re!at,ed p a p e r s . '
,,
LANL says it has no intention of building any
biological weapons. Officially, the government
could not admit any such plans beCause we did,
,after all, sign that trt:aty saying we wouldn't.
But if the lab can lie so blatantly about what's
going on, what .makes us think th?y're telling the
truth about using the bacteria only for purposes of
building defenses against the organism? Why, '
woUld we believeLANL is not building deadly
bacterial bombs just miles from our livingroonis?
Alabomtory with a history of deceit and secrecy - even in areas'where it doesn't pertain to :national seeurity- shouldn't be trusted with abiological weapons program.
'
Greg Mello, director of a lab watchdog orgacization~~wn as the LQs Alamos Sfudy Group',
says actiVlstsWant the government to push for a '
strengthening of the international biological
weapons treaty. Give it teeth. A treaty with en· '
forcement built into it. A binding agreement. •
The government says that is likely futile. And, if
the way our own govetnment is handling the current situation is any indication, it probably is futile. '
But how can we expect countries'such as Iraq
and Iran to allow us to come into their borders and
check up on their weaponsprogranlS when we
could clearly be accused of being up to no good in
our oWll country? Are we going to allow the Iraqi
government behind the tall barbed wire at LANL
to look at what we're doing there?
Kristen Davenport is a syndicated columnist wn'o
writes for New Mexico News Services.
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and white images of hundred-foot ponderosas bursting into flame. The smoke
outside my window is blood red, and
suddenly a caption appears on the
screen: THE

VOICE OF SENATOR PETE

DOMENICI.

I butt in:''!'m so sorry. Los

Alamos is burning down. I have to end
the session." In all my years of practicing
psychotherapy, I have never done this.
More red smoke watts by the window.
Another tree explodes, and the senator
says something to this effect: The wind

Wednesday, May 10: Winds gust chaotically
at fifty miles per hour. The fire leaps
over containment lines and flies toward

is blowing at sixty miles per hour, the
fire's headed for the lab, we are grounding the slurry bombers, the firefighters
are retreating, there's nothing more we

the weapons lab. At the western edge

can do--except pray.

of the city of Los Alamos, the blaze

Pray? There are 2,100 potential
release sites in Los Alamos. There's

bursts into a flrestorm in the treetops.
Firefighters hurl down their gear and
flee for their lives, their hoses bouncing
wildly behind the escaping trucks.
Houses ignite. Some, the ones with
propane tanks, detonate like bombs.
Loudspeakers blare: residents are given
fifteen minutes to evacuate. The fire
reaches three LANL research areas,

radioactive stuff the scientists just threw
into the canyons back in the 1940s.
There are toxic dumps and decontamination facilities, incinerators and
radioactive waste pits, shops for machining radioactive materials and decommissioned reactors. There's Tech Area

including the weapons-engineering

55, where weapons-grade material is
fashioned into radioactive batteries,

tritium facility, Technical Area 16,

and a storage facility where nuclear

also home to an enormous under-

weapons are shielded in concrete

ground waste dump called Material

bunkers. There's Tech Area IS, a firing

Disposal Area R.

range where, over the years,

220

tons

of depleted uranium and high explo-

The cloud of sometimes white,

ground. And there's Tech Area 54,

ing northeast of Los Alamos into the

where

Chicano farming village of Chimayo,

containing chemical and radioactive
waste are waiting aboveground for

up the mountain to the forest pueblo of
Truchas, and into southern Colorado,
Oklahoma, and Kansas.
It's three P.M. I'm at home in Chimayo
conducting a psychotherapy session
with a client on the phone, and she is
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sives have been dispersed onto the open

sometimes red smoke has been stream-

50,000

fifty-five-gallon drums

shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot
Project in southern New Mexico, and
another one million drums waiting

rapping away about her problems at

underground.
Strangely, as if in slow motion, I get
up from the couch. I take out a nylon

work. The tube is on in the back-

suitcase and, without emotion, place in it

ground, soundless but shrieking black

three pairs ofjeans, three shirts, three sets

2001
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of underwear, and my cowboy boots. I
do not pick out a meaningful photograph. Not even a teddy I bear. Nothing
meaningful. Then I walk out the door,
climb into my 1977 Honda Civic, and
drive into the smoke.
The wind is hurling itself toward the
northeast. The evacuees have been sent
south to churches, high schools, and
hotels in Santa Fe. I aim toward the presumably clear air of the northwest. I
have to penetrate the worst of the
smoke plume to get there.
Things are eerie out here. Silence and
a fog of ash hover over the Chevy pickups and lowriding Grand Ams creeping
along Highway 76. I get to Espanola,
the Chicano-Indian town immediately
down the mesa from Los Alamos. A
red-hot sun is just dropping behind the
Jemez Mountains. Then I drive a few
nilles north and look back. I gasp. The
entire valley; from Los Alamos in the
west all the way up the Sangre de Cristo
mountains to the east, is blanketed in

unkempt stab at bringing moderniza-

apparently only pine trees and private
homes in Los Alamos now.

Chimayo and Truchas pass before my
eyes. Linda Pedro. Max Cordova.

tion to New Mexico, the Abiquiu Inn
has inserted Primes tar where rabbit
ears used to sit. You have to be a rock-

Thursday, May 11: The wind is back

Orlando and Mary. I do pray. I pray they

et scientist-which is what most of

have gotten out. In all, eleven thousand

the other guests are--to operate the

at sixty miles per hour. John Peterson of
the Santa Fe National Forest announces

black smoke. The faces of my friends in

people from Los Alamos will evacuate.

thing. I squint at the instructions, fum-

that the fire is "zero percent contained."

Another estimated forty thousand from

ble with the buttons, and finally

Twenty-five thousand acres are now

White Rock, Espanola, the villages,

achieve a high-definition picture: but

gone-old-growth ponderosa and fir

Indian pueblos, Santa Fe, and Taos will

it's the news from ... oh Lord ... Atlanta,

forests become stands of blackened

pack up their jeans and cowboy boots

Georgia. At least the headline is the

skeletons; countless deer, elk, turkey, and

and bolt for some semblance of safety. I

fire. I see the same exploding pon-,

owl burned to death or sent into terror-

am one of the those people.

derosas and now, in addition, hundreds

ized flight. Two hundred and thirty-five

of houses going up. For my purposes of
dodging the plume, though, I need

homes in Los Alamos have been incinerated, three hundred others are dam-

news about the wind, the kind they

aged. Everywhere cars are melded into
pavement. LANL deputy director Dick
Burdick survives when the fire blazes
right over his underground communica-

The Abiquiu Inn lies one hill beyond
the smoke. The sign-VACANCYcackles fire-red, and I stop. An unshaven
scientist type stands like a battered alien
at the front desk. The clerk asks his
address. "I don't think ... 1. .. have one,"

broadcast out of Albuquerque, pinpoint
doppler. There is no Albuquerque

he spits out. I tell her I'm on the run

news. And as befits American television reporting, it seems that suddenly,

too, and she gives me a room for free.

miraculously in fact, there is no nuclear

tions bunker. Reemerging to a scene of
char and embers, he says, "This is what

weapons lab in Los Alamos. There are

Hell looks like."

I try to turn on the tube. In some

photograph by lewis Jacobs
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It's a catastrophe. A fire, yes. A terrible fire. But it also holes the possibility

tainty becomes the name of the game.
My only lifeline is to call a friend.

I'm feeling less spiritual about it. I think
the guy deserves a standing ovatiol].

of being a technological disaster, maybe

Luckily for me, my friends down in

on the order of Three Mile Island or

Santa Fe have placed themselves at the

ChernobyL I spent fifteen years in the

center of the firestorm: the antinuclear

evacuees from Los Alamos are stiff, the

antinuclear movement, along with the

watchdog Los Alamos Study Group

anguish seelningly stuck in the marrow

The inn is morosely quiet. The

likes of Drs. Robert Jay Lifton, John

(LAS G) headed by Zen Buddhist Greg

of their bones. The wind shifts from

Mack, and Hank Vyner, focusing our

Mello. Anthropologist Merida Blanco

blowing toward the northeast to heading

expertise as mental health professionals

caretakes a meditation center in Santa

northwest. Primes tar from Atlanta does-

Should I stay put? Will the wind shift? And most important, what!s
Fe and is waffiing on whether or not

n't tell me this; I get it from Merida. I

the arms race. I protested the weapons

to leave the state. Playwright Robert

determine to head north, straight up the

build-up of the Reagan years and later

Shaw, in recognition of the devilish

middle, hoping to outrun the plume.

worked with

nature of the fire, renames himself

But I am heading into territory I don't

Navajo and Laguna

Pueblo uranium miners to gain com-

"Dr. 666" and decides that his best bet

know. As I drive, I suddenly feel more

pensation for cancer deaths. For my

at getting life-or-death facts is to act as

solitary than ever. And more afraid.

book, When Technology J#unds, I inter-

Greg Mello's gofer.
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The San Luis Valley of central

Information is what we need and

Colorado is like a displaced piece of

health-threatening technologies: asbestos

don't have. Should I stay put at the

Iowa, all flat and spread out between the

workers, Love Canal residents, Dalkon

Abiquiu Inn? Will the wind shift? And

Sangre de Cristo and San Juan moun-

Shield Intrauterine Device users, elec-

most important, what's in the smoke?

tain ranges, speckled with cows and

tronic plant workers, downwinders,

Uranium?

mobile homes whose roofs are held

Plutonium? Americium?

Strontium-90? Beryllium? Tuolene?

down by old tires. I pass through

For survivors of invisible contami-

Dioxins? Hydrochloric acid? Asbestos?

Antonito, Romeo, La Jara. Filling up the

nants, I learned, outrage and uncertain-

Is this the Chernobyl of the Age ofKali

Honda, I have this vague memory of a

ty are the two predominant emotional

Yuga? Or is it, as lab public relations

town in these parts called Crestone.

ordeals. Outrage because the harm was

continues to insist, just a forest fire with

Determining to find it, I aim north,

human caused; it didn't have to happen.

no public health risk?

atomic veterans.

<
o
<

the smoke?

on the psychological ramifications of

viewed people made ill by exposure to

··
·

In

The Cerro Grande fire didn't have to

overshoot the Crestone turnoff, double

I told you Greg Mello is a Zen stu-

back, rampage down the wrong dirt

happen: the park service didn't have to

dent. His most harrowing sesshin now

road, and land at the Willow Spring

set it, and the Department of Energy

lies before him. He takes three hundred

Bed and Breakfast, a funky Victorian

(DOE) didn't have to neglect its conta-

dollars out of LASG's waning coffers

hotel in the middle of nowhere. It is

minated sites all these years. Uncertainty

and rents a Cessna

at the Santa Fe

run by a couple of Tibetan Buddhist

because it is impossible to know what

airport. Mello then flies into the plume

bodhisattvas whose dedication to hospi-

152

has happened or what will happen. Has

with a Geiger counter. He returns with

tality includes a three-course breakfast

exposure taken place? To whom?

a numerical detail that is crucial for us

of exotic fruits, home-baked pastries,

Where? To what extent? Will future

all: at least in the parts of the smoke

organic eggs, and fine English teas.

health be affected? Are the land

cloud he flies through, at the moment

Nothing happens here. Except an

and water contaminated? Uncertainty is

of his flight, there is no. elevation of

antique wire raps against the brick exte-

attended by fear and hypervigilance.

radiation. With this act, one wide-open

rior in an innocent fit of wind. Except

eye is surely painted onto Mello's

arrive in a whirlwind of stress and

For me, sitting ali fearfui and

Bodhidaruma doll, indicating the awak-

a relentless urgency to hog the inn's

hypervigilant on my motel bed, UllCer-

ening long sought by Zen meditation.

one telephone.

o
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for the burn, how unspeakably tortured
he must feeL Next, the evacuees at the
Abiquiu Inn and all the hotels and
churches in Santa Fe, the people whose
homes are now rubble. Then I cry for
my village. Are the river and forest contaminated? Will we be able to use the
irrigation ditch again? Hunt elk? Grow
corn? Will our lives ever be the same?
Then I cry for myself. Will I have to
leave Chimayo and the only life that
holds meaning for me?

Yet another emotional ride accompanies tlus journey, and it isn't until I
get beyond flight mentality that I sense
its emergence. This one is made of
conflicting realities, and the tension
between them appears unresolvable. On
one side, the psyche wants to believe in

Friday, May 12: This is the big day.

not engulfed. New Mexico Governor

the comfy reality of normalcy. The fire is

The fire has penetrated LANL, and it's

Gary Johnson calls the day "a miracle."

no big deal, it insists, that nasty plume of

zero percent contained. According to

smoke foretelling doom is a normal

Lee McAtlee of LANL's Environment,

With its temperamental carburetor

Safety, and Health Division, "Half of

and miniature tires, the Honda miracu-

officials, after all, say everytlung's okay.

what you think it's going to do, it

lously rattles up a rocky road to the

My bodhisattvas at the inn, after all, seem

doesn't do. And half of what you think

North Crestone TraiL I take a deep

untouched by fear.

it's not going to do, it sneaks up and

breath and embark upon what the

Until Saturday, when suddenly every

does." It sneaks up and rages, at two

innkeepers deem will be good for me: a

guest sitting around the breakfast table is

thousand

three

hike. I head across a meadow, just now

an escapee from the fire. Conversation
turns to Los Alamos. Enter normalcy's

degrees,

toward

cloud from a normal forest fire. The

inflammable sites. TA 55, home of the

coming alive with spring wildflowers,

plutonium facility: the fire rips over

and find a creek rushing down the

nemesis: the stripped-down reality of

the heads of the firefighters, encasing

mountain all cold and clear. Fording it

crisis. An older woman from Santa Fe

them in Kali's rage. It closes in on all

seems a task I am incapable of enacting.

was married to one of the early scien-

but one side, and thanks to the vagaries

I sit down on the ground. And then I

tists at the Manhattan Project, and he

of the wind and the courageous work

see it. Lying on a piece of mica-flecked

died of a brain tumor. This fact reminds

of human beings, it draws within inch-

granite, a brand-new pair of elkskin

the couple from Taos of an epidemio-

es of the razor-wire fence-and stops.

work gloves. My first thought is not:

logical study a Los Alamos artist did

TA 54, where over a million barrels

Someone lost their gloves, I'll return

revealing an inordinate number of brain

could explode transuranic waste into

them. It's not: Hot damn! Free gloves!

cancers in his neighborhood. Everyone

the air: some truly deft firefighting

No. It's: Don't touch those things, they're

recalls cynically that, during Three Mile

halts the inferno's advance within a

radioactive. Then the whole thing hits

Island, the government did not deliver

half mile of the storage areas. TA 18,

me. I burst into uncontrollable sobs.

accurate information to the public.

where nuclear experiments provide

First, for the ponderosas and squirrels,

Nor during Love Canal or Church

enough materials to make several

the trout and deer. Then I cry for the

Rock or Times Beach.

bombs: the site is encircled by fire but

park service administrator responsible
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Meanwhile, on the phone, Dr. 666 is

photograph by lewis Jacobs

In the face of fear and no facts,

with ashen soils no longer anchored by

the man with the passion and the
details. Shadowing Greg Mello, he

rumors fly. A LANL scientist who lives

trees and grasses. The whole transuranic

seems to know whatever there is to

forty miles from the lab measured his

stew could then flush into the Rio

know. Forty-two thousand acres are

own house for radiotoxins-and fled.

Grande

burned. The fire is only five percent

The state almost evacuated Santa Fe.

through eight pueblos, the cities of

and

flow

downstream-

contained. Twenty percent of the city

The state almost evacuated all of north-

Santa Fe and Albuquerque, Texas, and

is gone, thirty percent of the lab. Indeed,

ern New Mexico. The Russian govern-

all the way to the Gulf of Mexico.

Tech Areas 54, 55, and 18 emerge

ment offered the U.S. some high-tech

unscathed. But the blaze eats up three

firefighting airplanes, and Washington

"It doesn't sound good," I tell 666.
My voice is hoarse.

The blaze eats up three hundred sites with documented surface contamination.
hundred sites with documented surface

refused the offer. The park service

"No. It doesn't."

contamination, including Tech Area

administrator who okayed the pre-

"I thought I would know enough to

15 which is littered with chemical high

scribed burn is suicidal. The realm of

make a decision about coming home by.

explosive.s, toxic metals, and some

220

scientific fact seems no more certain.

now," I say. "What do we know?"

tons of depleted uranium. Tech Area

The promised report doesn't come out

"Nothing. Everything'S a scenario.

16's Material Disposal Area R burns

on Wednesday. To our amazement, the

and, with it, solvents, beryllium, urani-

NMED announces it is no longer

He describes a community meeting

um, and barium. Many of the homes

working independently, but is now in

pulled together by antinuclear activists

Nothing's tacked down."

that burned were built before 1980,

cahoots with IANL and the DOE. For

and organic growers at the Cloud Cliff

meaning asbestos is flung into the wind.

whatever it might now be worth, their

Bakery in Santa Fe. It is a scene of fear

A Montana hotshot crew, Arapahoe and

joint report doesn't come out on

and anger. A farmer from Dixon shouts

Cheyenne firefighting professionals,

Thursday. Or Friday.

reports that the plume does not

Dr. 666 reports that forty-seven

that the smoke smothering his village
was neon orange. A Truchas man says

smell like forest fire smoke; it smells

thousand acres have burned and the fire

he couldn't see through the floating

like chemicals.

is now seventy percent contained. The

ash to the hay bales in his yard. What

The reality of crisis gouges into my

laboratory is out of immediate danger.

have we been exposed to? everyone wants

being like fingernails in Play Dough. I

But the blaze has dropped into the

to

awake each morning gripped with the

canyons leading to nearby Santa Clara

NMED attend the meeting. They lis-

thought that I have lost my home to

Pueblo. It rages now toward their sacred

ten but say little.

know. Two officials from the

contamination. I am eating like a wild

sites. And there's a new problem in

"Come horne." 666 surprises me.

boar and losing weight, sleeping ten

view; runoff. The mountain above Los

"The smoke is pretty much gone. When

hours and waking up exhausted. Merida

Alamos is completely denuded. In a few

you see the place, you'll be able to make
your own decision. Come home."

console me. The anguish will be

weeks, when the summer rains begin,

relieved on Wednesday, she says. Irate

tries

floods could gush tons of mud down

I don't really need more confirma-

with both the park service and the

the barren slopes and into burned

tion that we're living in a postmodern

DOE, the New Mexico Environment

neighborhoods. It is projected that, if

world, but here it is: choices of the most

Department (NMED) will issue its own

two inches of rain were to fall in one

crucial import come down to personal

hour, the mud could take out Pueblo

perception. Until this moment, I have

to

report detailing radiological and chemical measurements of the air and, we

Canyon bridge. Or breach the Los

been pinning my future safety on some

hope, the soil and water. Then we will

Alamos Reservoir dam. The resulting

apparently impossible illusion of scien-

know, she says. I determine that on

wall of water could then spill like

tific certainty-the delivery of a tangle

Wednesday I will decide if I can return

Pompeii's lava down the canyons and

of statistics on a website, put together by

home. Or not.

pick up the contaminants now mixed

a tangle of government types with a
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chemicals. The radiation figures range
from zero elevation to ten times nor-

driving motivation to avoid lawsuits.
The truth is: I may never know.

local news, learn everything about the
Los Alamos homeowners' tragedy-but
nothing about possible contaruination.

mal. For chemicals, they show no

Friday, May 20: I aim the Honda
south. It sports three new cracks on the
windshield and a multitude of new rattles emanates from somewhere in the
rear. Indeed, ·when I pass Antonito
mountain, the sky to the south is blue,
with only a few whitish fire clouds
riding the Jemez Mountains over Los
Alamos. I enter the Espanola Valley
through the old road at San Juan

Meanwhile, the fire finds its final resting

elevation. But when were the samples

place in the canyons above Santa Clara

taken? And in what locations? In fact,

Pueblo, and indeed it destroys their

no government agency admits to taking

sacred sites. The people are sent into a

measurements in the most affected

spiral of unspeakable grief.

places during the worst of the fire. Plus,

Since the fire began, LASG has been

a "deep throat" from the lab discloses

busy conducting bird's-eye surveys of

to antinuclear groups that the monitors

the fire, ascertaining facts from govern-

located in the most sensitive areas of the

ment agencies, being interviewed by the

lab were not even functioning during

media, fielding a phone call every

the fire. Most of the fallout blew north-

He looks me in the eye with his Zen grip. "What place is safe anymorer'
the direction of Espanola,

Pueblo. I am not prepared for what I see

minute from the public. I break into

east,

and feel. The air is crystalline. The val-

Greg Mello's swirl of urgency and take

Chimayo, and Truchas, but these places

ley is infused with the sweetness of the

him to lunch.

Russian olive blossom-and a mon-

111

were not tested. After the fire, DOE-

He tells me that the NMED has, at

contracted Bechtel Nevada did one

strous human heaviness dwelling lower

last, posted some statistics on their web-

lonely rad swipe in Espanola, and the

than the axles of a lowrider.

site. But there are problems with the

bulk of the others to the south, toward

My house looks okay, except the soil

figures-the main one being that they

Santa Fe, where the wind rarely blows.

in my garden has long since cracked dry

may not be accurate. The problem is not

Another arena for controversy concerns

and the plants withered into oblivion. I

new to LANL. If you want to know

the nature of measured radionuclides.

dedicate myself to leaving it as is-the

where old dump sites are or the location

Are they normal forest fire by-products

Disaster Garden, I call it---dried-

of a weapons bunker, you're faced with

like

out seedbeds in testimony of the Cerro

a purposely tangled labyrinth of num-

alpha and beta, as the lab insists? Or are

Grande fire. I surprise myself on Sunday

bers and details. Greg has been studying

they gamma radionuclides, the human-

when, like a mirror of disaster survivors

LANL for a decade, and he still doesn't

made kind that would be emitted from

everywhere, I wake up wanting flowers.

have a comprehensive picture. As to

the lab? LANL and the DOE skirt

To the vaqueros and farmers of the val-

facts about the fire, he describes the

such questions.

ley, a store that sells flowers, and from

problem as "a military-like clamp on

Meanwhile, by happenstance, a cadre

other regions to boot, is anathema to

information." Thirty percent of the lab

of Russian peace activists and scientists

2000

radon daughters

which

emit

local ecology, and indeed the one-year-

and forty buildings burned, he says, and

has been visiting New Mexico. Sergei

old Golden Leaf in Espanola has not

yet the media was told that only a cou-

Pashchenko of the International Depleted

been stampeded with business. But on

ple of trailers went up.

Uranium Study Team has been pro-

this Sunday, the first calm weekend after
the worst of the fire, the place is stam-

Whatever is known becomes so
because of public outcry. Some

160

air-

nouncing that radiation levels are thirty
times above normal. Again, the question

peded. Like me, everyone suddenly

quality monitors are finally set up by

is where and when? Whatever the

wants flowers.

DOE, EPA, and NMED teams. Some

answer, he's had an impact. I run into a

are "rad swipes" put in place for only

couple of Chimayosos at Sam's Club in

Uncertainty does not recede
because I am back in Chimayo. I pore

brief moments. Others are for contin-

Santa Fe who, freaked to the gills after

ued sampling. Most are geared to check

meeting Pashchenko, bolt from their

over the newspaper, glue my eyes to the

for radionuclides, a few to test for

rental. They beg me to leave, too. I'm
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scared, but I have to chuckle when I
ask them where they moved and they
answer "Pecos.'" Pecos lies east, just
over the mountain from Chimayo. As
we know from the travel patterns of
radioiodine after the Nevada aboveground tests of the I 950S, airborne
contaminants do not necessarily land
near their source. They can glide on
the wind for miles and drop down in,
say, Pecos.
Mello gives an ironic chuckle over
his egg salad sandwich. He knows
someone who, aiming in the I980s to
flee the ravages of war, moved to the
Falkland Islands. He looks me in the eye
with his Zen grip. "What place is safe
anymore?" he presses, and I get the feeling we are holding on with no more
than this breath.

Wednesday, May 24: The fire is
almost contained. It has burned a total of
forty-eight thousand acres of park service, national forest, LANL, city of Los

The calmest speaker is Vickie Downie

represents vengeance of the original

Alamos, and Santa Clara Pueblo lands.

of Tesuque Pueblo. She reminds us that,

death, Hiroshima's blackened skeleton

At its peak, over fourteen hundred

similar to Hindu prophesies, Native

returned to its source. To some, the

firefighters fought the blaze. Now there

American predictions have long foretold

fire is the revenge of the Anasazi who

are six hundred. The immediate damage

a time of volcanoes, earthquakes,

lived at Bandelier before the white peo-

could exceed one billion dollars.

droughts, floods, and fires if humankind

ple intruded with their laboratories and

does not respect the Earth. We are living

bombs. To others, it is the work of the

Dr. 666 and I attend the second
meeting at Cloud Cliff Bakery. This

in these times, she says. The essential

Hindu deity Kali at the start of the Age

time officials from LANL and NMED

point is not to try to control them. It is

of Kali Yuga.

join antinuclear activists, environmental

hoUl

we live them. Not enough people

Outside the meeting, 666 and I linger

illness doctors, and pueblo leaders on

are thanking Creation for the water,

among the last of the olive blossoms. To

the panel. The by-now predictable clash

trees, animals, and land, she says, and she

us all, the Cerro Grande fire has been a

of realities is played out like a drama

invites us to express gratitude in our

terrible confrontation with the current

\vith no final curtain. The lab people

every thought and act.

disarray of human existence-and a call

adamantly claim normalcy as regards

At the dawn of the Nuclear Age,

to remember, through the layers of fear

emissions; the antinuclear folks parade

when Los Alamos scientists blasted the

and loathing, who we are. The good

the unknowns and official evasions.

first atomic bomb across the New

doctor vows to return to his former

Finally, a man from India jumps up and
MANY ATOMS

Mexico desert, J. Robert Oppenheimer
quoted the Hindu scripture, the

self Robert Shaw. He walks me to my

DOES IT TAKE TO KILL A PER-

Bhagavad-Gita: "Now I am become

Honda

SON?!" Everyone freezes. He hammers

Death, the destroyer of worlds." To

confidence nor beaten into ash, I make

his question again and again.

some people, the Cerro Grande fire

a vo"v too. I vow to drive home.

bellows, "HOW

photograph by Peter Goin

identity, that he is ready to rename himand,

neither
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